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Abstract 

∎ Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine has fundamentally changed the 

terms of Russia-China economic relations. Economic cooperation with 

China has become vital for the Russian economy. 

∎ Trade turnover between Russia and China has increased significantly 

since February 2022. However, Chinese companies remain hesitant about 

investing in Russia. 

∎ Energy cooperation remains the backbone of Sino-Russian cooperation, 

but the expansion of Russian exports is hindered by infrastructure limita-

tions. 

∎ Russian arms exports have declined in recent years. Meanwhile, China 

exports large quantities of dual-use goods to Russia, which are urgently 

needed by the Russian military industry. 

∎ Sino-Russian cooperation in the digital economy has been hit hard by 

Western sanctions. China’s digital giants cancelled several projects in 

Russia due to fears of secondary U.S. sanctions. 

∎ Russia’s trade with China is mainly conducted in Chinese yuan. However, 

Russia continues to rely on the U.S. dollar for trade with the rest of the 

world. 
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Issues and Conclusions 

Russia-China Economic Relations 
Moscow’s Road to Economic Dependence 

Russia’s post-soviet transition from a planned to a 
market economy was accompanied by deep integra-
tion with Western economies. Due to its geographic 
proximity to Europe, existing infrastructure, and 
the fact that most Russians live in the European part 
of the country, economic links to the EU flourished. 
The West was an ideal economic partner for Russia, 
offering both advanced technologies, capital, and 
ample demand for Russian natural resources. 

Only after China’s rapid growth in the 2000s did 
the People’s Republic become a viable economic 
alternative. At first, China mainly provided Russia 
with inexpensive consumer goods. However, as Chi-
nese industries became more technologically advanced, 
it evolved into a complementary partner for many 
sectors of the Russian economy. The start of economic 
cooperation between China and Russia was initially 
slow due to Moscow’s deep-seated scepticism towards 
Beijing. However, the construction of a major oil 
pipeline in the late 2000s led to a rapid increase in 
trade turnover between the two countries. China’s 
insatiable demand for natural resources from Russia, 
as well as its increasingly sophisticated export offer-
ings, resulted in a flourishing trade relationship in 
the 2010s. 

Simultaneously, Russia underwent a significant 
shift in its foreign policy, as its relations with the 
West became more strained in the late 2000s. Fol-
lowing Russia’s annexation of Crimea and its covert 
war in Donbas, conflicts dominated its relationship 
with the West. While these conflicts were not the 
sole reason for the increasingly warm political ties 
between China and Russia, they did accelerate the 
deepening of the partnership. In early February 
2022, shortly before Russian President Vladimir Putin 
ordered the full-scale invasion of Ukraine, a joint Rus-
sian-Chinese statement described the bilateral rela-
tionship as a ‘limitless friendship.’ 

Initially, the new political reality post-2014 did 
not result in a complete shift of Russia’s economic 
dependencies to the East – despite a first round 
of Western sanctions. While Putin and Xi publicly 
praised the successes of Sino-Russian cooperation at 
every one of their regular meetings, Russian compa-
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nies continued to rely on Western technologies and 

focused on European markets. China’s economic 

significance for Russia was growing gradually; how-

ever, Russia was still much more dependent on 

Western economies in almost every aspect of its 

economic life. 

All of that changed with Russia’s full-scale invasion 

of Ukraine, which marked a turning point in both 

Russia relations with the West and Russia’s relations 

with China. Although the West’s sanctions on Russia 

do not extend to all forms of economic cooperation, a 

fundamental “decoupling” of Russia’s economy from 

the West has begun. Against this background, co-

operation with China has become vital for large parts 

of the Russian economy as well as the political regime 

in Moscow. The new significance of China goes much 

further than just an increase in trade, which is itself 

impressive. 

China is the only major industrial nation that still 

trades with Russia largely without restrictions. The 

volume of exports to Russia is significant, as many 

of the sophisticated goods that Russia obtains from 

China, such as machinery, electronics, or vehicles, 

cannot be imported from anywhere else. Additionally, 

in certain aspects China’s yuan and financial infra-

structure have replaced the Western financial system 

for Moscow. Beijing’s conduct towards Russia has also 

become a model for non-Western nations seeking to 

remain neutral in the conflict between the West and 

Russia. 

The future trajectory of Russia-China relations 

will not only determine Russia’s economic prospects 

under sanctions but also have significant implications 

for the war in Ukraine and the future security order 

in Europe. Moscow has been able to mitigate some 

of the effects of Western sanctions with the help of 

China. Although the People’s Republic has not deliv-

ered heavy weaponry to Russia, its exports of dual-use 

goods, machinery, materials, and components facili-

tate the expansion of the Russian military industry. 

These exports to Russia do not only pose an immedi-

ate threat to Ukraine, but also boost Russia’s long-

term military potential. In reaction to the ongoing 

delivery of sanctioned goods to the Russian military 

industry, the EU sanctioned Chinese companies over 

the war in Ukraine for the first time in June 2023. 

This shows that an overly close economic cooperation 

between Russia and China could also lead to increas-

ing tensions between China and the West. 

However, Russia cannot count on any favours from 

China. Beijing has remained cautious and often am-

bivalent in its stance towards Moscow post 2022. This 

is partly due to concerns about sanctions pressure from 

the U.S., but also the desire to maintain at least some 

constructive relations with the EU. Since the start of 

the full-scale invasion, no new large-scale Chinese-

Russian cooperation projects have been announced. 

While Chinese businesses are taking advantage of 

openings in the Russian market left behind by West-

ern companies, the Chinese leadership is trying to 

avoid the impression that it is overtly supporting Rus-

sia’s aggression. 
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Although diplomatic relations between Russia and 

China have been continuously improving since the 

end of the Soviet Union, economic cooperation was 

initially neglected. Moscow and Beijing made far-

reaching plans to foster economic cooperation in 

energy and other natural resources in the 1990s, but 

most of these ideas were shelved until the late 2000s. 

Both Russia and China were mainly focused on the 

West, to benefit from Western capital, technology, 

and markets. 

The risks of overly depending on the West first 

became a serious issue for Russian policymakers after 

the Global Financial Crisis in 2008/2009. Capital flight 

and the declining demand for natural resources led 

to a deep recession in Russia. Moscow mainly blamed 

mistakes in American economic policies for the crisis, 

which led them to the conclusion that relying on the 

West too much could be economically risky. China, 

in contrast, seemed to be much less affected by the 

global recession, and its continuing economic boom 

impressed Moscow’s political elites. 

However, Moscow did not immediately try to shift 

its dependence to the East. Instead, then-President 

Dmitry Medvedev attempted a political “reset” of U.S.-

Russian relations during his 2008-2012 term. The 

signature project of his presidency was to be “Moder-

nizatsiya,” a modernization campaign inspired at 

least in part by liberal economic ideas. Medvedev 

planned to build an innovation center in the Russian 

suburb of Skolkovo, which he wanted to become 

“Russia’s Silicon Valley” and for which Western com-

panies were the most important partners. It was only 

with Putin’s return to the Kremlin in 2012 that the 

Russian leadership began to pursue the economic and 

political pivot towards China more seriously. 

When Putin was campaigning to be elected presi-

dent of Russia for a third term in 2012, he published 

an article on Russia’s economic future in which he 

proposed to catch “Chinese winds” in the sails of the 

Russian economy.1 These ambitions were not just 

about economic growth or progress. Putin’s economic 

policy was increasingly influenced by his anti-West-

ern stance. Against the backdrop of the bombing of 

Libya by NATO in 2011 and Western sympathy for a 

protest movement in Moscow following the Duma 

elections that same year, his rhetoric toward the West 

became increasingly bitter and hostile. 

China’s gravitational pull grows 

When a coalition of Western countries imposed sanc-

tions on Russia in reaction to Russia’s annexation 

of Crimea and its covert war in Donbas in 2014, the 

desire in the Kremlin to reorient Russia’s economy 

grew.2 Under the slogan “turn to the East” the sanc-

tion-caused problems of the Russian economy were 

reframed as an economic opportunity – at least 

in the official state propaganda. Both in domestic 

politics as well as on the international stage, Putin 

pointed at growing trade with China to characterize 

Western sanctions as pointless and ineffective. 

There was a real increase in Russia-China trade in 

the 2010s, but it was driven less by sanctions or the 

flourishing friendship between Putin and Xi. The 

main cause of the boom was China’s economic expan-

sion.3 While negotiations on several Sino-Russian 

megaprojects in energy and the arms trade were 

finalized in 2014, these talks had already been pro-

gressing for several years. Western sanctions created 

 

1 Vladimir Putin, “Rossiya i menyayushchiysya mir” 

[Russia and the changing world], in: Moskovskiye Novosti (on-

line), 27 February 2012, https://www.mn.ru/politics/78738 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

2 Sabine Fischer, The Donbas Conflict. Opposing Interests and 

Narratives, Difficult Peace Process, SWP Research Paper 5/2019 

(Berlin: Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, April 2019), doi: 

10.18449/2019RP05. 

3 See chapter “Trade and Investment”, p. 10ff. 

Russia-China Economic 
Relations in the “Putin Era” 

https://www.mn.ru/politics/78738
https://doi.org/10.18449/2019RP05
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an impetus to show progress in Russia-China eco-
nomic relations for the Kremlin, but these plans were 
not new.4 

Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine 
fundamentally changed the terms of 
Russia-China economic cooperation. 

Russia’s economic policy post 2014 was often con-
tradictory and driven by lobbying interests, which 
at times made it harder to deepen ties with China. 
Russia’s policy response to Western sanctions after 
2014 was mainly focused on strengthening its own 
economic sovereignty. Moscow did not plan to replace 
Western economic dependency with a new depend-
ency on China. Import substitution was the highest 
policy priority, because it satisfied both national 
security elites and influential lobby groups.5 Moscow 
still viewed its rising Eastern neighbour with some 
scepticism. 

This became apparent in trade policy, an area 
where Russia and China did not make significant 
progress in the 2010s. Moscow resisted Beijing’s plans 
to deepen economic cooperation in the framework of 
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. Beijing then 
began pursuing its own Silk Road project,6 while Rus-
sia set up the Moscow-dominated Eurasian Economic 
Union (EAEU) in 2015. Both Russia and China were 
only interested in economic integration when it did 
not limit their own sovereignty or control. 

Moscow was worried that Chinese goods would 
undermine the competitiveness of Russian industries 
and was mainly looking for foreign direct investment 
(FDI) from China. Meanwhile, China was mainly inter-
ested in expanding its exports to Russia. These diverg-
ing interests meant that the scope for deeper eco-
nomic integration was limited. While Putin and Xi 
announced the linking (Sopryazheniye) of their 
respective megaprojects EAEU and New Silk Road in 
2015, this did not lead concretely to any further steps. 
In 2018, Putin signed a free-trade deal between China 
and the EAEU, but the agreement is “non-preferen-
tial”, meaning there is no actual reduction in trade 
 

4 See chapter “Strategic Cooperation”, p. 19ff. 

5 Richard Connolly, Russia’s Response to Sanctions. How West-

ern Economic Statecraft Is Reshaping Political Economy in Russia 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018). 

6 Jeffery Schubert and Dmitry Savkin, “Dubious Economic 

Partnership: Why a China-Russia Free Trade Agreement Is 

Hard to Reach”, China Quarterly of International Strategic Studies 

2, no. 4 (2016): 529–47. 

barriers.7 As one of a few concrete changes, Russia 
and China did set up several new bilateral minister-
level government commissions. In 2014, the Inter-
governmental Russian-Chinese Commission on Invest-
ment Cooperation (CIC) was created.8 At the same 
time, another Commission for the Development of 
Russia’s Far East, Lake Baikal and Northeastern China 
was brought to life.9 

The successes of Russia-China cooperation mainly 
happened in the field of Russia’s export of natural 
resources and its related economic sectors. As China’s 
hunger for commodities continued growing, Russian 
exports of coal, liquefied natural gas (LNG), metals, 
ores, but also agriculture products soared between 
2014 and 2022. Mining and agriculture were also the 
sectors that saw most of the relatively few big Chinese 
investment projects in Russia. At the same time, the 
People’s Republic remained much less important 
for Russia than the West in almost all sectors of the 
economy. Russia’s economic reality was notably dif-
ferent from the prevailing mood in Russia’s foreign 
policy, which saw a deepening partnership with 
China and an increasingly hostile relationship with 
the West. 

China becomes Russia’s lifeline 

Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine fundamentally 
changed the terms of Russia-China economic coopera-
tion. Russia’s economic reality caught up to its politi-
cal reality overnight. Harsh Western sanctions caused 
economic havoc in Russia, as supply chains with 
Western partners that were built over several decades 
collapsed. Russian businesses were urgently looking 

 
7 Evgeny Vinokurov, “The Free Trade Agreements of the 

Eurasian Economic Union”, Baltic Rim Economies 2 (2020): 64. 

8 Minеkonomrazvitiya Rossii [Ministry of Economic Devel-

opment of the Russian Federation], “Mezhpravitel’stvennaya 

Rossiysko-Kitayskaya komissiya po investitsionnomu sotrud-

nichestvu” [Intergovernmental Russian-Chinese Commission 

on Investment Cooperation], https://www.economy.gov.ru/ 

material/departments/d16/mezhpravitelstvennaya_rossiysko_

kitayskaya_komissiya_po_investicionnomu_sotrudnichestvu/ 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

9 An overview of all intergovernmental commissions can 

be found at: Trade Representation of the Russian Federation 

in the People’s Republic of China, “Rossiysko-kitayskiye 

mezhpravitel’stvennyye komissii” [Russian-Chinese inter-

governmental commissions], http://www.russchinatrade.ru/ 

ru/ru-cn-cooperation/comission-new (accessed 19 August 2023). 

https://www.economy.gov.ru/material/departments/d16/mezhpravitelstvennaya_rossiysko_kitayskaya_komissiya_po_investicionnomu_sotrudnichestvu/
https://www.economy.gov.ru/material/departments/d16/mezhpravitelstvennaya_rossiysko_kitayskaya_komissiya_po_investicionnomu_sotrudnichestvu/
https://www.economy.gov.ru/material/departments/d16/mezhpravitelstvennaya_rossiysko_kitayskaya_komissiya_po_investicionnomu_sotrudnichestvu/
http://www.russchinatrade.ru/ru/ru-cn-cooperation/comission-new
http://www.russchinatrade.ru/ru/ru-cn-cooperation/comission-new
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for a new source for components, materials and 

replacement parts, to keep their operations up and 

running. Most of them found new business partners 

in China – the only major industrial country that 

had not imposed sanctions against Russia. 

China’s leadership criticized Western sanctions 

on Russia, but it was not immediately clear if Chinese 

companies would be willing to supply sanctioned 

goods to Russia. Some large Chinese companies such 

as Huawei began to strictly limit their exports to Rus-

sia, while Chinese banks tried to distance themselves 

from Russia out of fear of secondary sanctions.10 

In trade relations, this initially cautious stance only 

lasted a few weeks, before Chinese exports to Russia 

surged again. In other areas of economic cooperation 

between Russia and China, sanctions have remained 

a severe obstacle. 

 

10 See chapter “Strategic Cooperation”, p. 19ff. 
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Trade turnover between Russia and China reached a 

new record of $241 billion in 2023.11 Although the 

growth of China-Russia trade follows a multi-year 

trend, Western sanctions against Russia led to a sig-

nificant boost post 2022. In contrast, Chinese invest-

ment in Russia appears to be declining, not growing. 

The flow of Chinese capital to Russia has always been 

small, but since the start of the full-scale invasion, not 

a single large investment project has been launched. 

The risks of a long-term commitment to the Russian 

market outweigh the possible economic opportuni-

ties. 

Dynamic growth in trade 

China has been one of Russia’s most important trad-

ing partners since the mid-2000s (see Figure 1). In 

2010, the value of Russia-China trade surpassed that 

of Russia-Germany trade for the first time; but over-

all, until 2022, trade with the EU remained much 

more significant than trade with China. Then Mos-

cow’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine catapulted Russia-

China trade to a new level. In 2023, 36.5 percent of 

Russia’s goods imports came from China. This share 

was 3 percent at the beginning of the “Putin era” in 

2000. China also plays a key role in Russian exports, 

accounting for 30.5 percent of Russian goods ship-

ments in 2023. From China’s perspective, Russia 

remains a relatively insignificant economic partner, 

although Russia’s share of China’s trade turnover rose 

from 2.5 percent to more than 4 percent after 2022. 

With the growth of bilateral trade, Sino-Russian 

economic relations have become increasingly asym-

 

11 Since 2022 Russia no longer breaks down its trade data 

by partner country. Chinese customs data is therefore used 

for all the following information and calculations: General 

Administration of Customs of the People’s Republic of China, 

“Customs Statistics”, http://stats.customs.gov.cn/indexEn 

(accessed 19 August 2023). Trade data up to and including 

2021 is based on Comtrade: United Nations, “UN Comtrade 

Database”, https://comtradeplus.un.org/ (accessed 19 August 

2023). 

metric. This is evidenced not only by the volume of 

trade, but also by the types of goods exchanged. Until 

the mid-2000s, Russia imported mainly cheap, labour-

intensive consumer goods from China (such as foot-

wear, clothing, leather goods). Since then, imports 

from China have become increasingly high-value and 

technology-intensive. The share of capital goods has 

increased dramatically. More than half of total im-

ports from China in 2023 were in the categories of 

equipment and machinery12 (23 percent), vehicles13 

(21 percent), and electronics14 (15 percent). 

The composition of Russian exports to China has 

also changed fundamentally. Until the mid-2000s, 

Russia exported hardly any hydrocarbons to the 

People’s Republic. Most of Russia’s shipments were 

industrial goods such as chemicals, machinery, and 

steel products. In contrast, Russia hardly exports any 

technology-intensive goods to China today (except 

arms, which are not included in publicly available 

trade statistics). Russia’s main exports to China in 

2023 were fossil fuels15 (73 percent), metals and ores16 

(11 percent) as well as wood17 (4 percent). 

Other than fossil fuels and metals, Russia has also 

had some success exporting agricultural products to 

China. Vegetable oils and oilseeds18 (especially soy-

beans) accounted for 3 percent of Russian exports 

to China in 2023. For the Russian fishing industry19 

(2.2 percent of Russia’s total exports to China), the 

People’s Republic is the most important customer 

on the Pacific coast. In contrast, trade in services has 

so far played a relatively small role in Sino-Russian 

 

12 Code in the Harmonized Commodity Description and 

Coding System (HS code) 84. 

13 HS code 87. 

14 HS code 85. 

15 HS code 27. 

16 HS codes 26 and 71–76. 

17 HS codes 44 and 47. 

18 HS codes 12 and 15. 

19 HS code 03. 

Trade and Investment 

http://stats.customs.gov.cn/indexEn
https://comtradeplus.un.org/
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trade, with the rapidly growing flow of Chinese 

tourists to Russia being an important exception.20 

After the start of Moscow’s full-scale invasion 

and the West’s harsh sanctions against Russia, trade 

between China and Russia briefly collapsed. Imports 

from China fell from $7.3 billion in January 2022 to 

just $3.8 billion in March of that year. This collapse 

was mainly caused by the chaos and extreme un-

certainty of the first weeks of the sanctions. Logistics 

and financial relations were disrupted in many areas. 

However, already in May 2022, Sino-Russian relations 

began to recover rapidly. By December 2022, Russian 

imports from China reached a new record high of 

$8.8 billion. 

In the fourth quarter of 2023, China exported 

machinery and electronics21 to Russia at a rate of $4 

 

20 Anna Zakharova et al., “Vlasti dogovorilis’ o vozvrash-

chenii massovogo kitayskogo turizma v Rossiyu” [The author-

ities agreed on the return of Chinese mass tourism to Russia], 

RBK (online), 20 February 2023, https://www.rbc.ru/business/ 

20/02/2023/63ec96989a794768763b0f03 (accessed 19 August 

2023). 

billion per month. While the increase in machinery 

follows a multi-year trend, these goods are also key to 

the West’s technology embargo. EU exports to Russia 

in these categories have fallen by two-thirds because 

of the sanctions. 

According to surveys conducted among Russian 

companies after the start of the full-scale invasion, 

the majority are looking for substitutes for Western 

supplies in China.22 While this is in line with exports 

of machinery and equipment, it does not seem to be 

reflected in the top line of direct Chinese imports of 

electronics to Russia, which only reached the level of 

December 2021 in the final month of 2023. 

  

 

21 HS codes 84 and 85. 

22 Artem Chugunov, “Promyshlennost’ ne rasstalas’ s 

podsanktsionnym importom” [Industry did not part with 

sanctioned imports], Kommersant (online), 7 February 2023, 

https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5811346 (accessed 12 July 

2023). 

Figure 1 

f 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 4 
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The most significant growth of Chinese exports to 

Russia occurred in vehicles trade. In the fourth quar-

ter of 2023, over $2 billion worth of vehicles were 

delivered to Russia every month, a fivefold increase 

from the level before the full-scale invasion. Monthly 

imports of Chinese passenger cars23 rose from $100 

million per month to $1.4 billion in November 2023. 

Exports of commercial vehicles to Russia also took 

off. In July 2023 alone, deliveries of Chinese semi-

tractors24 to Russia amounted to $611 million, 

although the volume fell again afterwards to around 

$300 million per month. 

The main reason for the increase in vehicles trade 

is the collapse of Russia’s domestic production capac-

ity, which was mostly controlled by Western com-

panies such as Renault, Volkswagen or Hyundai. 

When these companies withdrew and their factories 

stopped production, Russia was faced with a shortage 

of cars. Russian consumers were left with the choice 

of buying Western cars imported through third coun-

tries at very high prices, very basic Lada models, or 

Chinese brands. Before 2022, Russia also relied mostly 

on Western commercial vehicles such as trucks, while 

imports from China were insignificant. Now, China 

controls most of the Russian commercial vehicle mar-

ket. In June 2023, Chinese models occupied places 

one to five in the list of the most popular trucks in 

Russia.25 While the Russian-made Lada Granta still 

tops the list of passenger cars sold, Chinese cars also 

dominate this ranking.26 

Russia also receives many different components 

and materials that may not result in trade volume 

changes as drastic as those in the auto industry, but 

which are key to Russia’s ability to sustain its economy 

and mobilize production for the war. For example, 

Russia’s military industry remains dependent on 

Western semiconductors. After the spring of 2022, 

exports of semiconductors from China to Russia in-

creased dramatically. Russian customs data show that 

 

23 HS code 8703. 

24 HS code 870121. 

25 Azat Timerkhanov, “Prodazhi novykh gruzovikov v 

iyune i 1 polugodii 2023 goda” [Sales of new trucks in June 

and the first half of 2023], Autostat.ru (online), 7 July 2023, 

https://www.autostat.ru/press-releases/55071/ (accessed 13 

July 2023). 

26 Azat Timerkhanov, “Prodazhi novykh legkovykh avto-

mobiley v Rossii v iyune i 1 polugodii 2023 goda” [Sales of 

new light automobiles in June and the first half of 2023], 

Autostat.ru (online), 5 July 2023, https://www.autostat.ru/ 

press-releases/55045/ (accessed 13 July 2023). 

a large part of these exports is not actually Chinese 

or “Made in China”, but were produced for Western 

companies such as Intel, Texas Instruments or 

Infineon in third countries, especially Malaysia and 

Taiwan, before the chips found their way to the Rus-

sian market via China. Although major Chinese IT 

companies turned their backs on Russia after 2022, 

fearing secondary sanctions from the U.S., the People’s 

Republic has become the largest sanctions-busting 

jurisdiction for dual-use goods.27 

Like Russia’s imports from China, Russia’s exports 

fell briefly at the beginning of the full-scale invasion, 

but due to rapidly rising energy prices, this decline 

was much less pronounced. As early as April 2022, 

Russia’s exports to China reached a new all-time high 

of $9.2 billion. Crude oil volumes arriving to China 

by ship grew continuously, although the People’s 

Republic was not the main buyer of additional Rus-

sian oil after the EU introduced its embargo in late 

2022: most of the oil previously sold to Europe ended 

up in India, which is easier to reach from Russia’s 

European ports. 

Chinese investors not interested 

While the partnership between Moscow and Beijing 

in foreign policy, security and trade relations grew 

ever closer, Chinese companies remained reluctant to 

invest in Russia and played only a minor role in the 

Russian economy. After Russia’s full-scale invasion 

began, Chinese investors became even more sceptical. 

According to the latest available data on foreign 

investment published by the Central Bank of Russia 

(CBR), the stock of Chinese foreign direct investment 

(FDI) in Russia amounted to just $3.3 billion at the 

end of 2021, less than one percent of Russia’s total 

inward FDI stock ($610 billion).28 In reality, however, 

China’s share is somewhat larger. Some investments 

are not included in the bilateral statistics because 

they reach Russia through third countries, mostly 

 

27 Olena Bilousova et al., Russia’s Military Capacity and the 

Role of Imported Components (Kyiv, 19 June 2023), 17, https:// 

kse.ua/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Russian-import-of-critical-

components.pdf (accessed 15 July 2023). 

28 Bank Rossii, “Direct Investment in the Russian Feder-

ation: Positions by Instrument and Partner Country (Asset/ 

Liability Principle)”, https://www.cbr.ru/vfs/eng/statistics/ 

credit_statistics/direct_investment/dir-inv_in_country_1_e. 

xlsx (accessed 19 August 2023). 

https://www.autostat.ru/press-releases/55071/
https://www.autostat.ru/press-releases/55045/
https://www.autostat.ru/press-releases/55045/
https://kse.ua/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/Russian-import-of-critical-components.pdf
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Russia’s traditional offshore jurisdictions such as 

Cyprus, the Cayman Islands or the Bahamas.29 

The latest investment data from the Chinese Minis-

try of Commerce includes these indirect flows to 

 

29 A new estimate of worldwide FDI stocks published in 

2019 by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Devel-

opment (UNCTAD) tries to assess investments through third 

countries. The result for China’s (including Hong Kong’s) 

share in Russia’s inward FDI stock was 2.1 percent – a rele-

vant difference to the official Russian data, yet not a decisive 

difference. See also: Ivan Tkachev, “A Quiet Revolution in 

the Analysis of Foreign Investments”, Riddle (online), 2 August 

2019, https://ridl.io/a-quiet-revolution-in-the-analysis-of-

foreign-investments/ (accessed 19 August 2023). 

some extent, reporting a stock of $10.6 billion for 

2021. However, this does not alter the conclusion that 

Chinese investment has not played a significant role 

in the Russian economy so far. From the perspective 

of the People’s Republic, Russia is even less impor-

tant: it accounts for only 0.4 percent of China’s total 

outward FDI stock.30 

It is possible to get a better idea of the actual scale 

of Chinese investment in Russia from media reports 

and company press releases. The China Global Invest-

 

30 National Bureau of Statistics of China, “National Data”, 

https://data.stats.gov.cn/english/easyquery.htm?cn=C01 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

Express railway Moscow-Kazan: 
The eternal flagship project 

Since the first meeting of the Intergovernmental Russian-

Chinese Commission on Investment Cooperation in 2014, the 

list of major bilateral investment projects has been headed by 

the plan to build a high-speed railway between the cities of 

Moscow and Kazan (located 700 km east of Moscow). To date, 

Russia does not have a dedicated high-speed rail network. 

The project was intended to be the flagship of Sino-Russian 

cooperation. The line would have been part of a long-distance 

connection between China and Europe via Russia. However, 

its construction is no longer being actively pursued.
a
 

Beijing had agreed to invest 52 billion rubles (€700 million 

at the time) in the first stage of construction and to provide 

the railway operator with an additional $1 billion at the 

second stage. In addition, the People’s Republic offered a 

loan of 400 billion rubles (then €5.7 billion) through the 

China Development Bank. In 2016, Beijing even abandoned 

its initial demands for Russian state guarantees for these 

loans.
b
 

 

 But the project was fraught with problems. Russia’s state 

railway operator said the Chinese loans were too expensive 

and too small. At the same time, Russia began negotiations 

with a German consortium consisting of Siemens, Deutsche 

Bank, and Deutsche Bahn to build a high-speed rail line on 

the same route.
c
 Russia was trying hard to consolidate its 

budget during this time, since it faced low oil prices and 

Western sanctions in 2014, and it cut funding for the high-

speed rail project by 30 percent.
d
 In addition, a legal dispute 

arose between the Chinese design firm planning the line and 

the Russian state railroad.
e
 The plans to build the railroad 

were eventually shelved in 2020 due to lack of funds and 

projections of low passenger demand, which would make the 

line unprofitable. Instead of the high-speed railway to the 

east, Putin announced a new plan to build high-speed tracks 

between Moscow and St. Petersburg, without China, although 

the express train Sapsan has been serving this route for many 

years (without a dedicated express railroad).
f
 

 

a Anastasiya Boyko et al., “Vlasti otkazhutsya ot finansi-

rovaniya VSM Moskva-Sankt-Peterburg iz FNB” [The author-

ities refused to finance the VSM Moscow-Saint-Petersburg 

from the National Welfare Fund], Vedomosti (online), 

24 March 2022, https://www.vedomosti.ru/economics/ 

articles/2022/03/24/915136-vlasti-finansiro vaniya-vsm-

moskva (accessed 19 August 2023). 

b “Kitay predostavit dlya VSM v Rossii 400 mlrd rubley 

na 20 let bez gosgarantiy” [China will provide 400 bil-

lion rubles for VSM without a state guarantee], Vedomos-

ti (online), 3 June 2016, https://www.vedomosti.ru/ 

business/news/2016/06/03/ 643548-kitai-predostavit-400-

mlrd-rublei (accessed 19 August 2023); Natal’ya Skorly-

gina and Anastasiya Vedeneyeva, “Yuani do Kazani” 

[Yuan until Kazan], Kommersant (online), 25 May 2016, 

https://www. kommersant.ru/doc/2995577 (accessed 

19 August 2023). 

 c Natal’ya Skorlygina, “Kitayskiye skorosti okazalis’ doro-

govaty” [Chinese speeds proved to be expensive], Kommer-

sant (online), 10 October 2017, https://www.kommersant. 

ru/doc/3435118 (accessed 19 August 2023). 

d Natal’ya Skorlygina and Anastasiya Vedeneyeva, “S opo-

roy na sobstvennyye shpaly” [With an accent on own 

swells], Kommersant (online), 19 October 2016, https://www. 

kommersant.ru/doc/3119744 (accessed 19 August 2023). 

e “‘Dochka’ RZD podala v sud na proyektirovshchikov VSM 

Moskva-Kazan” [Subsidiary of RZhD sues planners of VSM 

Moscow-Kazan], Interfax (online), 15 May 2020, https:// 

www.interfax.ru/russia/708900 (accessed 19 August 2023). 

f “Khusnullin ob”yasnil reshenie otlozhit’ proyekt VSM 

Moskva-Kazan’ vysokoy stoimost’yu” [Khusnullin explains 

decision to postpone the project VSM Moscow-Kazan with 

high costs], Interfax (online), 8 March 2021, https://www. 

interfax.ru/moscow/698235 (accessed 19 August 2023). 
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ment Tracker (CGIT) of the American Enterprise Insti-

tute collects these announcements for Chinese projects 

around the world.31 In the decade from 2012 to 2021, 

CGIT reports investment flows to Russia of about $4.5 

billion per year, or 2.6 percent of the total value of 

Chinese projects abroad in that period. However, the 

CGIT also faces methodological challenges, as not all 

investment projects listed there have been realized to 

the extent originally planned. Nor does the tracker 

account for divestment of Chinese firms, which could 

lead to an exaggeration of the role that Chinese 

capital plays. 

The sectors of the Russian economy that receive 

the most FDI from China are also those with the 

strongest exports to China. According to the CGIT, 

55.2 percent (or $25 billion) of all FDI between 2012 

and 2021 was in the energy sector. There were some 

very large investments in oil and gas production, but 

Chinese firms also bought into Russian electricity 

 

31 American Enterprise Institute, “China Global Invest-

ment Tracker”, https://www.aei.org/china-global-investment-

tracker/ (accessed 19 August 2023). 

grids and power plants. Mining and metals accounted 

for 7.7 percent ($3.5 billion) of total Chinese FDI in 

Russia. In recent years, Russia’s chemical industry has 

also been the focus of Chinese investors (11 percent 

or $5 billion, including $4.5 billion in 2019–2021). 

The Intergovernmental Russian-Chinese Commis-

sion on Investment Cooperation also compiles a list of 

significant bilateral investment projects at its annual 

meeting (see the list from November 2023 in the Ap-

pendix, p. 35ff.), but most of the projects do not go 

beyond the announcements over the years. Many of 

the projects on the Commission’s list were added 

in 2014–2019. The list is incomplete and includes 

projects of very different types and sizes. For example, 

China’s large investments in Russian Novatek’s LNG 

projects are missing. Despite these shortcomings, the 

list shows a similar trend to the data compiled in the 

CGIT. After the beginning of the Covid pandemic, the 

number of new projects decreased. After 2022, there 

are no new entries in the CGIT list (as of autumn 2023), 

and only one relatively small new project on the 

Commission’s list (as of November 2023). Meanwhile, 

the minutes of the Commission’s 2022 meeting, the 

Figure 6 
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first after the start of the full-scale invasion, refer to 

“unprecedented challenges” for Russia-China invest-

ment cooperation.32 

The small number of Chinese investment projects 

reflects the lack of attractiveness of the Russian mar-

ket for Chinese companies. Western sanctions are 

part of the reason why Russia’s long-term economic 

prospects are not promising. Russia is also not usually 

chosen as a production location to serve other foreign 

markets: it is difficult to find qualified workers and 

the infrastructure is underdeveloped. In Russia’s Far 

East, where Moscow had hoped to use Chinese capital 

to boost the regional economy, the lack of infrastruc-

ture is a major obstacle.33 Russia’s bureaucracy and 

 

32 Minekonomrazvitiya Rossii, Protokol 9-go zasedeniya Mezh-

pravitel’stvennoy Rossiysko-Kitayskoy komissii po investitsionnomu 

sotrudnichestvu [Protocol of the 9
th

 meeting of the Intergovern-

mental Russian-Chinese Commission on Investment Cooper-

ation], 30 November 2022, https://www.economy.gov.ru/ 

material/file/ca0852d03e4de72932a6815fc712f334/Protokol_ 

9-go.PDF (accessed 19 August 2023). 

33 Emily Ferris and Richard Connolly, Networks and Links. 

Why Russia’s Infrastructure Is Holding Back Its Pivot to Asia, 

red tape do not help either. Navigating the country’s 

formal and informal market barriers, which are often 

maintained by local business lobbies seeking to fend 

off Chinese competition, is difficult for Chinese com-

panies that lack experience in the Russian market. 

Western sanctions and the fear of secondary sanc-

tions are also a direct obstacle for potential Chinese 

investors. In the wake of the 2022 sanctions, Russia 

has become almost toxic to Chinese companies, 

which are wary of jeopardizing their own access to 

Western markets. Russia’s own response to the sanc-

tions exacerbates this problem, because Moscow has 

allowed Russian companies to be less transparent 

about their exposure to Western sanctions so as to 

protect them from the consequences. As a result, it 

has become more difficult for foreign companies to 

assess the risks of working with Russian partners. 

Since Russia is a relatively small market from a Chi-

 

Research Paper (London: The Royal Institute of International 

Affairs, July 2020), https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/ 

default/files/2020-07-27-networks-links-russias-infrastructure-

ferris-connolly.pdf (accessed 19 August 2023). 

Figure 7 
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nese perspective, large corporations and banks are 

generally unwilling to take significant risks to invest 

in Russia.34 The only exception is Chinese state-owned 

enterprises, which can afford risky investments if 

they have political backing. 

The lack of Chinese investment is disappointing 

for Moscow, which had hoped for greater Chinese 

involvement once Western companies left Russia in 

droves. In March 2023, Putin called on Chinese com-

panies to invest, saying Moscow was ready to help 

anyone interested in replacing Western companies’ 

production in Russia.35 Chinese investors were in 

talks to take over the appliance factories of some 

Western companies.36 So far, however, there have 

been no concrete results. The situation is similar in 

the Russian automotive industry, which has been 

particularly hard hit by sanctions. There are reports 

of possible investors from the People’s Republic who 

could fill the gap left by Western companies. But 

the Chinese side does not appear to be interested in 

a long-term commitment, focusing instead on export-

ing its Chinese production to Russia or, at best, orga-

nizing the final assembly of semi-knocked-down 

vehicles in Russia.37 

 

34 Nicholas Trickett, “Russia’s FDI Outlook Grim, with 

No Chinese Rescue in Sight”, Russia Matters (online), 11 July 

2019, https://www.russiamatters.org/analysis/russias-fdi-

outlook-grim-no-chinese-rescue-sight (accessed 19 August 

2023). 

35 Prezident Rossii, “Rossiysko-kitayskiye peregovory” [Rus-

sian-Chinese negotiations], 21 March 2023, http://kremlin.ru/ 

events/president/news/70748 (accessed 15 July 2023). 

36 Timofey Kornev, “Kholodil’niki raskrylis’ po-novomu” 

[Fridges opened up anew], Kommersant (online), 18 November 

2022, https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5669810 (accessed 

15 July 2023). 

37 Vakhtang Partsvaniya, “Pochemu kitaizatsiya obednjaet 

rossiyskoye avtomobilestroyeniye” [Why sinification weak-

ens Russia’s automobile industry], The Moscow Times (online), 

31 March 2023, https://www.moscowtimes.ru/2023/03/31/ 

pochemu-kitaizatsiya-obednyaet-rossiiskoe-avtomobile 

stroenie-a38670 (accessed 15 July 2023). 
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Although Russia and China are cooperating in a grow-

ing number of economic sectors, some are more stra-

tegically relevant for Russia than others. Traditionally, 

energy relations have been the most important pillar 

in bilateral cooperation. Large investments in energy 

infrastructure require stable and predictable diplo-

matic relations. Similarly, cooperation in the defence 

industry, considerable ties in the digital economy, 

and joint efforts in financial infrastructure and mone-

tary cooperation are strategic because they often lead 

to long-term dependencies. In some of these strategic 

sectors, cooperation between Russia and China has 

intensified, while in others sanctions and the war are 

major obstacles. 

Energy remains the backbone 

Since the mid-2000s, the energy industry has been 

at the centre of Sino-Russian economic cooperation. 

Since then, crude oil has dominated Russian exports 

to China. A major milestone in the development of 

oil relations was the construction of the nearly 5,000-

kilometer Eastern Siberia-Pacific Ocean (ESPO) pipe-

line, which was completed in 2012. After several ex-

pansions, the pipeline can currently transport about 

80 million tons of Russian oil per year, or 1.6 million 

barrels per day. Almost half of these supplies, up to 

35 million tons per year, go directly to China via a 

connecting pipeline. The rest is either processed in 

the Far East or loaded onto tankers at one of Russia’s 

Pacific ports.38 

The construction of ESPO was agreed in 2009 and 

financed with a $25 billion loan from the China 

National Petroleum Cooperation (CNPC). In return, 

Russia’s state-owned oil company Rosneft guaranteed 

it would export 15 million tons of crude oil per year 

 

38 Carol Zu, “Russia Crude Oil Pipeline Capabilities to 

Mainland China – The ESPO Crude Oil Pipeline”, S&P Global 

Commodity Insights (online), 1 April 2022, https://www. 

spglobal.com/commodityinsights/en/ci/research-analysis/espo-

crude-oil-pipeline.html (accessed 19 August 2023). 

for 20 years.39 In 2013, it was agreed to double deliv-

eries to China via ESPO and also to send Russian oil 

to the People’s Republic via Kazakhstan.40 Russian 

oil exports increased more than sixfold between 2010 

and 2022, from 12.8 million tons (6 percent of Rus-

sia’s total oil exports) to 86.2 million tons (36 per-

cent).41 

So far, China has not been much help to Russia 

in the exploration and development of new oil fields, 

which are becoming increasingly difficult and tech-

nologically challenging. Chinese energy companies 

are not an alternative to highly specialized Western 

service providers, most of which withdrew from 

Russia after sanctions were imposed on the Russian 

energy industry. Large oil reserves on the Arctic shelf 

remain out of reach to the Russian industry, which 

could limit production volumes in the long run as 

more and more existing oil fields are depleted.42 

In contrast to oil, natural gas has not played a 

significant role in the Sino-Russian energy relation-

ship until recently. This changed in December 2019, 

when the key segment of the Power of Siberia (PoS) 

 

39 Margarete Klein and Kirsten Westphal, Russia: Turn to 

China? SWP Comment 7/2016 (Berlin: Stiftung Wissenschaft 

und Politik, January 2016), https://www.swp-berlin.org/ 

publikation/russia-turn-to-china (accessed 19 January 2024). 

40 Denis Pinchuk, “Rosneft to Double Oil Flows to China 

in $270 Billion Deal”, Reuters (online), 21 June 2013, https:// 

www.reuters.com/article/us-rosneft-china-idUSBRE95K08820 

130621 (accessed 19 August 2023). 

41 UN Comtrade, Chinese customs. 

42 Tatiana Mitrova et al., The Future of Oil Production In Russia: 

Life under Sanctions, SKOLKOVO Energy Centre, 2018, https:// 

energy.skolkovo.ru/downloads/documents/SEneC/research04-

en.pdf (accessed 19 August 2023); “Eksperty TEK: kitayskikh 

analogov sanktsionnogo oborudovaniya prosto net” [Energy 

experts: There are simply no Chinese equivalents for sanc-

tioned equipment], Oilcapital.ru (online), 24 November 2017, 

https://oilcapital.ru/article/general/24-11-2017/eksperty-tek-

kitayskih-analogov-sanktsionnogo-oborudovaniya-prosto-net 

(accessed 19 August 2023). However, the Russian gas com-

pany Gazprom is using Chinese drilling rigs for exploration 

in the Arctic. 
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pipeline was inaugurated by Vladimir Putin and Xi 

Jinping. The PoS connects Chinese gas consumers 

to Russian gas fields in eastern Siberia. Plans for the 

pipeline were first developed in the 2000s, followed 

by years of varying negotiations. The final go-ahead 

came in 2014, shortly after the West unleashed its 

first round of sanctions against Russia’s energy sector. 

At the time, Gazprom estimated the total value of gas 

to be delivered to China under a new 30-year contract 

at $400 billion, or $13.3 billion per year, depending 

on the pricing formula. Initially, the capacity of the 

pipeline was planned to reach 38 billion cubic meters 

(bcm) per year by the mid-2020s.43 Gazprom hopes 

that China will agree to increase deliveries to 44 bcm 

by 2032. In 2023, 22.7 bcm were delivered to China 

via PoS, up from 15.4 bcm in the previous year.44 

For Russia’s oil industry, Chinese 
energy companies are not an 

alternative to highly specialized 
Western service providers. 

Gazprom wants to further develop its relations 

with China with new pipelines through the Altai 

Mountains or Mongolia and aims to increase its 

export volumes to 130 bcm in the long term.45 In 

2022, Gazprom lost its most important foreign mar-

kets after the Kremlin decided to cut off supplies to 

the EU. Gazprom’s pipeline deliveries to the EU had 

amounted to 137 bcm in 2021 and fell to 25 bcm in 

2023.46 Significant parts of the company’s huge pro-

duction capacities on the Yamal Peninsula are now 

idle. Diversion of gas from Western Siberia to China 

 

43 “Work Starts on Final Part of Russia-China Gas Pipe-

line”, Argusmedia.com (online), 30 July 2020, https://www. 

argusmedia.com/en/news/2127793-work-starts-on-final-part-

of-russiachina-gas-pipeline (accessed 19 August 2023). 

44 “Russian pipeline gas exports to China hit new daily 

record: Gazprom”, S&P Global (online), 1 February 2024, 

https://www.spglobal.com/commodityinsights/en/market-

insights/latest-news/natural-gas/020124-russian-pipeline-gas-

exports-to-china-hit-new-daily-record-gazprom (accessed 

19 March 2024). 

45 “Gazprom Ups Power of Siberia Resource Base”, Energy 

Intel (online), 6 October 2020, https://www.energyintel.com/ 

0000017b-a7db-de4c-a17b-e7dbb63b0000?_amp=true 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

46 European Commission, “Liquefied Natural Gas” (online), 

https://energy.ec.europa.eu/topics/carbon-management-and-

fossil-fuels/liquefied-natural-gas_en (accessed 21 May 2024). 

is impossible without new pipelines.47 Plans to build 

a 50 bcm pipeline from there to China via Mongolia 

have advanced in recent years. However, it remains 

doubtful whether China’s demand prospects justify a 

new, very expensive pipeline of this size. This is likely 

the main reason why China has not given a green 

light to the project. Beijing may also be wary of an-

tagonizing Europe by benefiting too openly from the 

Russian gas cutoff that caused turmoil in EU energy 

markets. If the pipeline is built, exports would most 

likely not begin until the 2030s.48 

China is also a major buyer of Russian LNG. Before 

the war in Ukraine, Russia planned to significantly 

increase its LNG exports in the coming years to 

become one of the leading exporters on the world 

market. Russia’s former energy minister Aleksandr 

Novak estimated in late 2020 that LNG production 

would reach 68 million tons (about 94 bcm) annual-

ly.49 It is doubtful that this goal can be achieved after 

the West’s latest round of sanctions against Russia’s 

energy sector. Russia had been relying on Western 

technology provided by companies such as Germany’s 

Linde. In 2022, Russian LNG production totaled 32 

million tons (44 bcm). Most of it came from Novatek’s 

giant LNG projects on the Yamal Peninsula, built with 

both Western and Chinese capital. A total of 6.5 mil-

lion tons of LNG, or about one-fifth of Russian pro-

duction, was exported to China in 2022.50 According 

to Chinese customs statistics, imports of Russian LNG 

 

47 “Russia’s Gazprom Eyes European Gas Exports at 200 

Bcm/Year to 2030”, S&P Global Commodity Insights (online), 

12 February 2020, https://www.spglobal.com/commodity 
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russias-gazprom-eyes-european-gas-exports-at-200-bcmyear-

to-2030 (accessed 19 August 2023). 

48 “Explainer: Does China Need More Russian Gas via the 

Power-of-Siberia 2 Pipeline?” Reuters (online), 16 September 

2022, https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/does-china-

need-more-russian-gas-via-power-of-siberia-2-pipeline-2022-

09-15/ (accessed 19 August 2023). 

49 Sergey Tikhonov, “Novak: Rossiya k 2025 g. budet proiz-

vodit’ 68 mln tonn SPG v god” [Novak: Russia will produce 

68 million tons of LNG per year until 2025], Rossiyskaya gazeta 

(online), 11 October 2020, https://rg.ru/2020/10/11/novak-

rossiia-k-2025-g-budet-proizvodit-68-mln-tonn-spg-v-god.html 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

50 Vasiliy Mil’kin and Dar’ya Savenkova, “Rossiya v 2022 

godu rezko narastila postavki energoresursov v Kitay” [Russia 

drastically increased the supply of energy to China in 2022], 
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rose to 8 million tons in 2023, while total Russian 

LNG production slightly declined.51 

Russia’s exports of coal (lignite and hard coal) to 

China have also increased in recent years, rising from 

$1.9 billion (25.6 million tons) in 2017 to $4.6 billion 

(53.6 million tons) in 2021. Coal and lignite have been 

major elements of Russia’s growing exports to China 

during this period. Russia is interested in further 

increasing its coal exports to China because Western 

sanctions cut off its coal industry from European mar-

kets in 2022. In the year when Russia’s full-scale inva-

sion began, coal shipments to China increased by 11.2 

percent to 59.5 million tons, while total Russian coal 

exports fell by 7.5 percent to 210.9 million tons.52 

Coal production is of great socio-economic impor-

tance to some Russian regions, especially the Kuz-

netsk Basin in Siberia. The main bottleneck for ex-

ports to China is Russia’s rail system, the main mode 

of transportation for Russian coal. It is already operat-

ing at maximum capacity. Since the value of coal is 

relatively low compared to its weight, it often makes 

more sense to use the limited capacity for higher-

value goods such as crude oil.53 

Finally, Russia and China have been cooperating 

in the field of nuclear energy for several decades. The 

People’s Republic’s largest nuclear power plant in 

Tianwan was built in the 1990s with the help of Rus-

sia’s state corporation Rosatom. In May 2021, Moscow 

and Beijing agreed to build four more reactors for 

nuclear power plants in Tianwan and Xudapu. Russia 

is also helping China build the CFR-600 fast reactor, 

which will receive its fuel from Rosatom. Compared 

to the export of oil, coal, or gas, nuclear cooperation 

plays only a minor commercial role in the Sino-Rus-

sian energy partnership. Nor is China dependent on 

Russian technology. On the contrary, it has become 

 

51 “Russian LNG Production Down 2% in 2023”, Energy 

Intelligence (online), 31 January 2024, https://www.energy 

intel.com/0000018d-604c-d30e-adbd-655ec2100000 (accessed 

22 May 2024). 

52 Aleks Budris, “Shelkovyy put’: rossiyskiy ugol’ posle 

evropeyskogo embargo plyvet v Indiyu i Kitay” [Silk Road: 

After the European embargo, Russian coal swims to India 

and China], Forbes (online), 16 February 2023, https://www. 

forbes.ru/biznes/484985-selkovyj-put-rossijskij-ugol-posle-

evropejskogo-embargo-plyvet-v-indiu-i-kitaj (accessed 19 

August 2023). 

53 Natal’ya Skorlygina and Dmitri Koslov, “Tsisterny 

ob”ezzhayut ugol’” [Tank wagons go around coal], Kommer-

sant (online), 6 July 2021, https://www.kommersant.ru/ 

doc/4888606 (accessed 12 August 2021). 

one of Russia’s main competitors in the global market 

for the construction of nuclear power plants.54 

Russian advantage in arms technology 
is shrinking 

Military cooperation between Russia and China has 

increased significantly in the 2010s. Joint naval 

manoeuvres,55 military exercises on land56 and co-

operation on a missile early-warning system57 show 

that neither side is shying away from closer engage-

ment. Russian arms exports reversed their long-term 

downward trend in the period from 2014 to 2018, but 

fell again afterwards. In the early 2000s, Beijing was 

a major customer for Russian arms. The Stockholm 

International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) esti-

mates Chinese arms imports from Russia at 3 billion 

TIV in 2005.58 Arms trade between Russia and China 

declined thereafter, reaching a low of 561 million 

TIV in 2014. For many weapons systems, China had 

reduced its dependence on imports through licensed 

domestic production and the development of indig-

enous models, some of which were based on Russian 

designs. Fearing technology theft, Moscow has tra-

 

54 Daniel Shats and Peter Singer, “The Balance of Power Is 

Shifting among Nuclear-Energy Titans”, DefenseOne (online), 

2 October 2022, https://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2022/10/ 

balance-power-shifting-among-nuclear-energy-titans/378067/ 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

55 Michael Paul, Partnership on the High Seas. China and Rus-

sia’s Joint Naval Manoeuvres, SWP Comment 26/2019 (Berlin: 

Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, June 2019), doi: 10.18449/ 

2019C26. 

56 Brian Carlson, Vostok-2018: Another Sign of Strengthening 

Russia-China Ties. Not an Alliance, But Defense Cooperation Is Grow-

ing, SWP Comment 47/2018 (Berlin: Stiftung Wissenschaft 

und Politik, November 2018), https://www.swp-berlin.org/ 

en/publication/vostok-2018-another-sign-of-strengthening-

russia-china-ties (accessed 19 August 2023). 

57 “Russia Helping China to Build Missile-attack Warning 

System: Putin”, Reuters (online), 3 October 2019, https://www. 

reuters.com/article/us-russia-china-missiles-idUSKBN1WI20E 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

58 Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, “SIPRI 

Arms Transfers Database”, https://www.sipri.org/databases/ 

armstransfers (accessed 19 August 2023). TIV (Trade Indicator 

Value) is a unit used by SIPRI to quantify and compare arms 

deliveries. It is based on comparable production costs in U.S. 
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ditionally been reluctant to export its latest develop-

ments to the People’s Republic.59 

Russia’s reluctance eased when it faced isolation 

from the West after the start of the Ukraine crisis in 

2014. Moscow agreed to sell China its most advanced 

S-400 air defence system and 24 Su-35 fighter jets for 

a total of about $5 billion. Russia also exported heli-

copters (Mi-171), submarine technology, and a large 

 

59 Representatives of the Russian state corporation Rostec 

complained in late 2019 that Russian technology was being 

copied en masse. Russian companies are unable to sue the 

imitators because the technologies are secret and there are 

no international patents. “V Rostekhe rasskazali, kak rossiys-

koye oruzhiye nelegal’no kopiruyut za rubezhom” [Rostec 

uncovers how Russian weapons are copied illegally abroad], 

Tass (online), 13 December 2019, https://tass.ru/armiya-i-

opk/7344701 (accessed 12 August 2021). In contrast, Vasily 

Kashin argues that many of the allegedly copied systems 

were created on the basis of partnerships and licensed pro-

duction. Vasily Kashin, “Selling S-400s to China: A New Front 

in the Cold War?” Carnegie Moscow (online), 27 April 2015, 

https://carnegie.ru/commentary/59908 (accessed 19 August 

2023). 

number of jet engines on which China relies for some 

of its own fighter jet models.60 Negotiations on these 

deals had been underway for some time prior to 2014, 

but the deterioration in Russian-Western relations 

and Russia’s search for alternative partners most 

likely led to the final approval of these sales.61 In the 

years up to 2018, annual Russian arms deliveries to 

China grew to 1.7 billion TIV. 

There was arguably also a military-strategic ration-

ale behind Russia’s decision to provide China with 

advanced air defences and fighter jets. Both systems 

strengthen China vis-à-vis U.S. allies in the Pacific, 

such as Japan and Taiwan, but would not play a sig-

nificant role in a hypothetical Russia-China military 

 

60 Paul N. Schwartz, The Changing Nature and Implications of 

Russian Military Transfers to China (Washington, D.C.: Center 

for Strategic and International Studies [CSIS], 21 June 2021), 

https://www.csis.org/analysis/changing-nature-and-impli 

cations-russian-military-transfers-china (accessed 19 August 

2023). 

61 Vasily Kashin, “Why Is China Buying Russian Fighter 

Jets?” Carnegie Moscow (online), 9 February 2016, https:// 

carnegie.ru/commentary/62701 (accessed 19 August 2023). 
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confrontation. Moscow also concluded that reverse 

engineering the exported systems would be time-

consuming and would not add much to China’s own 

arms development efforts, while Russia would main-

tain its technological edge with next-generation 

weapons systems (S-500 and S-57).62 

Moscow also expects China to gain ground with 

its own developments and become increasingly inde-

pendent of Russian supplies. Ultimately, this could 

mean that the advantages of current Russian systems 

will disappear by the late 2020s.63 Only in the years 

leading up to this will China be interested in import-

ing Russian weapons, giving Russia a limited window 

of opportunity to use its own capabilities in its rela-

tions with Beijing and benefit from them financially 

and politically.64 

Against the backdrop of China’s own advances in 

arms technology, the future of Russian exports in 

this area is uncertain. SIPRI data show that Russian 

exports to China have started to decline again since 

2018.65 Western sanctions are also making it more 

difficult for China to cooperate with Russia’s defence 

industry. Meanwhile, Russia needs all the weapons 

it can build to fight its war against Ukraine. 

Due to its massive losses in Ukraine, Russia is now 

hoping to import arms and ammunition from China 

itself. Moscow has reportedly expressed interest in 

buying Chinese missiles, drones, armoured vehicles 

 

62 Brian Carlson, “Room for Maneuver. China and Russia 

Strengthen Their Relations”, Strategic Trends 2018: Key Develop-

ments in Global Affairs, ed. Oliver Thränert and Martin Zapfe 

(Zurich: Center for Security Studies, ETH Zurich, 2018), 29–

45 (37), https://css.ethz.ch/content/specialinterest/gess/cis/ 

center-for-securities-studies/en/publications/strategic-trends/ 

details.html?id=/r/o/o/m/room_for_maneuver_china_and_ 

russia_stren (accessed 19 August 2023). 

63 Mikhail Korostikov, “Druzhba na rasstoyanii ruki” 

[Friendship at arm’s length], Kommersant (online), 31 May 

2019, https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3984186 (accessed 

19 August 2023). 

64 Alexander Gabuev, “Why Russia and China Are 

Strengthening Security Ties. Is the U. S. Driving Them Closer 

Together?” Foreign Affairs (online), 24 September 2018, https:// 

www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2018-09-24/why-russia-

and-china-are-strengthening-security-ties (accessed 19 August 

2023). 

65 Brian Hart et al., “How Deep Are China-Russia Military 

Ties?” (Washington, D.C.: CSIS, China Power Project, 2023), 

https://chinapower.csis.org/china-russia-military-cooperation-
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and specialized semiconductors.66 China’s export of 

components and materials to Russia that can poten-

tially be used militarily has increased drastically since 

the start of the full-scale invasion.67 Beijing has assured 

the West that it has no plans to export weapons to 

Russia. American sources indicate that China has not 

supplied weapons to Russia on a large scale, but the 

possibility of supplies was discussed.68 Chinese com-

panies are reportedly exporting large quantities of 

dual-use items to Russia, knowing full well that they 

are destined for the battlefield in Ukraine.69 

Sino-Russian IT cooperation in trouble 

Russia’s IT sector was one of the country’s few eco-

nomic success stories in the 2010s. Companies such 

as Yandex, which evolved from a search engine into 

a digital giant rather like Google, were globally com-

petitive. After a late start, Russian e-commerce has 

experienced explosive growth in recent years, driven 

by domestic online retailers such as Ozon and Wild-

berries. All of this has been made possible by wide-

spread, affordable, and reliable fixed and mobile 

Internet access. 

This success was one of the products of Russia’s 

integration with the Western economy. Western com-

panies provided capital, technology, and even busi-
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ness model blueprints that together drove Russian 

digitization. Until the full-scale invasion, Russia had 

a vibrant domestic startup scene that looked to the 

West for the right network of entrepreneurs, venture 

capitalists, and business partners. For example, Ozon, 

the booming Russian online retailer, turned to Nas-

daq in November 2020 to raise fresh capital.70 Russia’s 

network infrastructure and servers were also largely 

built and operated with the help of Western compa-

nies. 

Russian services trade statistics also show the 

dominance of the West in Russia’s digital economy. 

In 2021, Russia’s total imports of IT services71 

amounted to $6.7 billion. Of this, only $111 million 

came from China (including Hong Kong and Macau), 

while $3.6 billion came from the EU-27 and $698 

million from the U.S. Eighty percent of all Russian 

imports of IT services came from the Western juris-

dictions EU-27, U.S., UK and Switzerland, and only 

2 percent from China. 

The picture is similar for Russian exports of IT 

services. They totalled $7.2 billion, of which $2.3 

billion went to the EU-27, $2.3 billion to the United 

States, and only $247 million to China (including 

Hong Kong and Macau). The EU-27, U.S., UK and 

Switzerland accounted for 76 percent of Russia’s IT 

services exports, while China accounted for only 

3 percent. 

However, led by Huawei and Alibaba, several of 

China’s digital economy behemoths began actively 

expanding into Russia in 2018. The companies were 

not only interested in selling to the Russian market. 

They were also looking for qualified Russian IT pro-

fessionals. In just a few years, Huawei established a 

dense network with Russia’s leading research insti-

tutes and universities in the field of IT and telecom-

munications. The company set up its own research 

centres in university cities such as Nizhny Novgorod 
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24/russia-s-ozon-raises-990-million-in-u-s-ipo-amid-listing-

boom (accessed 19 August 2023). 

71 “Telecommunications, Computer and Information Ser-

vices”, including services connected to network infrastruc-

ture, software, data processing and cloud solutions. Depart-

ment of Economic and Social Affairs, Statistics Division, 

Manual on Statistics of International Trade in Services 2010 (United 

Nations, 2010), https://unstats.un.org/unsd/publication/ 

seriesm/seriesm_86rev1e.pdf (accessed 19 August 2023). 

and Novosibirsk,72 awarded research grants, and 

organized competitions for IT students.73 

From 2019 to 2020, the number of Russian em-

ployees in Huawei’s research and development 

centres grew from 550 to 900. The Chinese company 

had plans to hire 1000 additional specialists by 2024.74 

Moreover, in June 2019, Huawei acquired the facial 

recognition software of the Russian startup Vocord 

for $50 million and brought most of its developers on 

board. Other Chinese companies are also increasingly 

interested in Russia’s expertise in artificial intelligence, 

such as Dahua Technology, which is working with 

Russia’s NtechLab on face recognition technology.75 

After the start of the full-scale 
invasion of Ukraine, the prospects for 

Sino-Russian IT cooperation 
deteriorated drastically. 

AliExpress, a subsidiary of China’s Alibaba, is a 

leading competitor in Russia’s fast-growing e-com-

merce sector. Russia has become Alibaba’s most 

important foreign market. The company planned to 

build on this success and expand into other post-

Soviet markets with the help of Russian partners. In 

December 2018, Alibaba Group signed a joint venture 

agreement with the Russian Direct Investment Fund 

(RDIF), the mobile operator Megafon, and the internet 

conglomerate Mail.ru.76 

 

72 Huawei, “Huawei Russian Research Institute”, https:// 

career.huawei.ru/rri/en/ (accessed 19 August 2021). 

73 Anna Urmanceva, “Kitayskaya kontrrevolyutsiya: Hua-

wei aktiviziruyet svyazi s Rossiey” [Chinese counter-revolu-

tion: Huawei intensifies relations with Russia], Izvestiya 

(online), 23 May 2021, https://iz.ru/880890/anna-urmantceva/ 

kitaiskaia-kontrrevoliutciia-huawei-aktiviziruet-sviazi-s-

rossiei (accessed 19 August 2023). 

74 Yekaterina Kinyakina et al., “Huawei uvelichila inves-

titsii v Rossiyu iz-za sanktsiy SShA” [Huawei increased invest-

ments in Russia because of U.S. sanctions], Vedomosti (online), 

1 September 2020, https://www.vedomosti.ru/technology/ 

articles/2020/08/31/838360-huawei-uvelichila (accessed 

19 August 2023). 

75 Dimitri Simes, “Huawei Plays Star Role in New China-

Russia AI Partnership”, Nikkei Asia (online), 4 February 2020, 

https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Asia-Insight/Huawei-plays-

star-role-in-new-China-Russia-AI-partnership (accessed 19 

August 2023). 

76 “RDIF, Alibaba Group, MegaFon and Mail.ru Group 

Complete Investment in Joint Venture in Russia and the 

CIS”, Russian Direct Investment Fund (online), 9 October 2019, 

https://rdif.ru/Eng_fullNews/4425/ (accessed 13 August 2021). 
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Megafon and Mail.ru are part of the media empire 

of Russian businessman Alisher Usmanov, who has 

close ties to the Kremlin and often handles politically 

sensitive assets (especially via mass media) for the 

Russian government. Usmanov was sanctioned by the 

U.S. and EU in 2022 and has since retired to a quieter 

life in his native Uzbekistan. Cooperation on e-com-

merce was not his only project with Alibaba: he also 

planned to cooperate on digital payments with 

Alibaba’s Ant Group.77 

Russian state-owned companies also partnered 

with Chinese companies in the IT sector. Sberbank 

turned to Huawei as a strategic partner for its cloud 

business. The bank’s director, German Gref, had 

planned to transform Sberbank into a modern digital 

services provider, but Western sanctions put an end 

to those ambitions.78 

Chinese companies also have a significant presence 

in Russia’s digital infrastructure. Huawei has a big 

market share in Russia’s mobile networks, although 

Russian operators also continue to use Western tech-

nology from Ericsson and Nokia, particularly in the 

larger cities. From Moscow’s perspective, Huawei was 

not seen as more trustworthy than Western vendors. 

The Russian telecom regulator only differentiated 

between foreign and Russian-made equipment. To 

reduce foreign dependencies, the state corporation 

Rostec was supposed to develop a local 5G alternative 

by 2024.79 There was speculation about an exclusive 

partnership between Rostec and Huawei, as the Rus-

sian state corporation does not have the experience, 

 

77 “RDIF, Alipay and Partners to Launch Payment System 

for Aliexpress Russia in 2020”, Russian Direct Investment Fund 

(online), 22 January 2020, https://rdif.ru/Eng_fullNews/4856/ 

(accessed 13 August 2021). 

78 Tat’yana Portnykh, “Sberbank vyshel iz kapitala ‘Okko’, 

‘Zvuka’, ‘Oblachnykh tekhnologiy’ i CRT” [Sberbank sold 

stakes in “Okko”, “Zvuk”, “Oblachnych technologiy” and 

CRT], Interfax (online), 19 May 2022, https://www.interfax.ru/ 

business/841833 (accessed 19 August 2023). On the Sberbank-

Huawei cooperation see also: “Russia’s Sberbank Partners 

with China’s Huawei on Cloud Services”, Reuters (online), 

3 March 2020, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-

sberbank-huawei-tech/russias-sberbank-partners-with-chinas-

huawei-on-cloud-services-idUKKBN20Q2HX?edition-redirect= 

uk (accessed 19 August 2023). 

79 Yekaterina Kinyakina, “‘Rostec’ formiruyet konsortsi-

yum proizvoditeley 5G” [“Rostec” forms consortium of 5G 

manufacturers], Vedomosti (online), 31 January 2021, https:// 

www.vedomosti.ru/technology/articles/2021/01/31/856100-

rosteh-formiruet (accessed 19 August 2023). 

capacity or financial resources to perform the task 

alone, but this partnership never materialized.80 

After the start of the full-scale invasion of Ukraine 

and Western sanctions in 2022, the prospects for Sino-

Russian IT cooperation deteriorated drastically. Im-

mediately after the invasion began, Huawei stopped 

supplying network and server technology to Russia (as 

did Nokia and Ericsson), bringing the development of 

mobile networks in Russia to a halt.81 Over the course 

of 2022, Huawei partially withdrew from Russia, clos-

ing local stores and offices and offering employees the 

opportunity to relocate abroad, such as to Kazakhstan, 

to work for Huawei outside of Russia.82 

Huawei urged programmers of apps for its own 

mobile operating system, HarmonyOS, to strictly 

comply with U.S. sanctions, while deleting the apps of 

sanctioned Russian banks from its AppGallery store. It 

also blocked the Russian state-sponsored credit card 

MIR on its HuaweiPay mobile payment system.83 The 

U.S. sanctions also put an end to Huawei’s coopera-

tion with Sberbank; the Russian bank was forced to 

spin off and sell its cloud business in May 2022.84 But 

Huawei did not leave Russia altogether. It continued 

to hire Russian IT specialists. The work in its Russian 

research and development centres continues. In the 

summer of 2022, Huawei hired about 250 former 

 

80 Yuliya Tishina, “Rossiyskiy 5G sdelayut v Kitaye” [Rus-

sian 5G will be made in China], Kommersant (online), 11 Sep-

tember 2020, https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/4485102 (ac-

cessed 19 August 2023); Zak Doffman, “Huawei Just Launched 

5G in Russia with Putin’s Support: ‘Hello Splinternet’”, Forbes 

(online), 1 September 2019, https://www.forbes.com/sites/ 
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81 Vadim Krasnikov et al., “Sleduyushchaya stantsiya – 

indiyskaya” [Next station – Indian], Kommersant (online), 

8 February 2023, https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5812512 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

82 Nikita Korolev, “Serveram predlozhili yedinoe okno” 

[Servers were offered a single window], Kommersant (online), 

23 May 2022, https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5348705 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

83 El’yas Kasmi, “Huawei trebuyet ot rossiyskikh razrabot-

chikov PO vypolnyat’ sankcii SShA” [Huawei demands from 

Russian developers to comply with U.S. sanctions] (online), 

11 April 2022, https://www.cnews.ru/news/top/2022-04-11_ 

huawei_trebuet_ot_rossijskih (accessed 19 August 2023). 
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Intel experts in Nizhny Novgorod, after the American 

company closed its local branch.85 

The promising cooperation between Alibaba and 

its Russian partners also came to a halt after Western 

sanctions were imposed. Both Alisher Usmanov and 

the RDIF were sanctioned in March 2022, creating 

several compliance issues for Alibaba. The fact that 

Alibaba also operates in Ukraine made things even 

more complicated. Shortly after the full-scale invasion 

began, the company informed its Russian partners 

that it did not intend to continue investing in the 

joint venture. In turn, RDIF and Usmanov’s holdings 

stopped their participation as well.86 In August 2022 

it became known that one of the joint venture’s 

shareholders, the Mail.ru subsidiary VK, had written 

off its entire 10 billion rubles stake in the project.87 

Chinese yuan – for lack of a better option 

When the first round of financial sanctions was 

imposed on Russia in 2014, Moscow realized that its 

integration into Western capital markets and its 

reliance on Western currencies were a key vulnerabil-

ity for its economic security. Since Beijing also sees 

the dominance of the U.S. dollar as a problem, the 

“de-dollarization” of trade and finance became a cen-

tral topic of discussion in many meetings between the 

presidents and representatives of China and Russia.88 

 

85 Valery Cherepennikov, “Kitayskiy russkiy” [Chinese 
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(accessed 11 October 2023). 

86 Valeriya Pozychanyuk and Petr Mironenko, “Aktsionery 

‘Aliekspress Rossiya’ otkazalis’ ot finansirovaniya kompanii” 

[Shareholders of “AliExpress Russia” declined to further 

finance the company], The Bell (online), 7 October 2022, 
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87 Anastasiya Kurasheva and Yekaterina Kinyakina, “Ubytki 

SP ‘AliExpress Rossiya’ v pervom polugodii mogli dostich’ 11 

mlrd rubley” [The losses of the joint venture “AliExpress Rus-

sia” in the first half year could reach 11 billion rubles], Vedo-

mosti (online), 12 August 2022, https://www.vedomosti.ru/ 

technology/articles/2022/08/11/935665-ubitki-aliexpress-

rossiya (accessed 16 July 2023). 

88  Such as during Sergei Lavrov’s visit to China in March 

2021 or in a phone call between Putin and Xi in June 2021: 

Wang Cong, “As US Wields Sticks, China, Russia to Counter 

Dollar Hegemony”, Global Times (online), 22 March 2021, 

https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202103/1219107.shtml 

(accessed 19 August 2023); Prezident Rossii, “Conversation 

with President of China Xi Jinping”, 28 June 2021, http://en. 

The first concrete steps towards closer currency co-

operation came in 2014, when the central banks of 

Russia and China agreed on a swap deal of up to 150 

billion yuan. The agreement gives both sides access to 

liquidity in each other’s currency. In 2015, the Russia-

China Financial Council was established by Russia’s 

Sberbank and China’s Harbin Bank. In June 2019, the 

two sides signed an agreement to promote the use of 

their national currencies in bilateral trade, which at 

that time was still dominated by the U.S. dollar.89 

Overall, however, the Sino-Russian “de-dollariza-

tion” project remained an empty promise from 2014 

to 2022. Moscow intensified its attempts to become 

less dependent on the U.S. dollar but saw other West-

ern currencies such as the euro or the Japanese yen 

as more practical solutions. Unlike the yuan, the yen 

and the euro are freely convertible, making their use 

much easier. During Donald Trump’s first presidency, 

Moscow feared mainly unilateral U.S. sanctions, while 

the prospect of massive, coordinated sanctions by 

all G7 countries seemed rather remote. For example, 

after a wide-ranging package of sanctions announced 

by the U.S. in April 2018, the Russian Central Bank 

reduced the share of the U.S. dollar in its reserves, but 

mostly shifted the holdings to yen and euro, and in-

creased the share of yuan only to 14 percent of its 

currency reserves.90 

Until 2022, the Chinese yuan played a negligible 

role in Russia-China trade. But this changed when 

the avalanche of Western financial sanctions hit Rus-

sia after the full-scale invasion began. The sanctions 

made it very complicated, expensive, and in some 

cases impossible for the Russian government, busi-

nesses, and individuals to use the U.S. dollar, euro, 

or yen. Most of Russia’s major banks were unable to 

offer accounts or transactions in Western currencies. 

The Central Bank of Russia lost access to its currency 

reserves in the West. As a result, the Chinese yuan 

gained in importance, although it did not become 

an equivalent substitute for Western currencies. 
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In December 2023, 37.5 percent of Russian total 

imports and 40.8 percent of Russian total exports 

were settled in yuan. The Chinese currency is domi-

nant in Russia-China trade, while it still plays a very 

small role in Russia’s trade with third countries, 

where only 5 percent of payments are settled in yuan 

and the U.S. dollar continues to play the leading 

role.91 The intensive use of the yuan also led to more 

active trading of Chinese currency on the Moscow 

Exchange, where the share of the ruble-yuan currency 

pair in total trade grew from 0.32 percent in February 

2022 to almost 40 percent in May 2023.92 

Nevertheless, Western sanctions not only encour-

aged financial cooperation between Russia and China, 

but also disrupted it. Fearing U.S. secondary sanc-

tions, Chinese banks became much more cautious in 

their dealings with Russian banks. Several sanctioned 

Russian banks had planned to offer credit cards linked 

to China’s UnionPay system after losing access to 

MasterCard and Visa, but UnionPay refused, leaving 

Russia’s domestic MIR system as the only alternative 

(which in turn is not accepted by China’s AliPay and 

HuaweiPay payment services). Deeper integration of 

Russian banks with the Chinese interbank settlement 

system CIPS, which offers similar functionality to the 

financial messaging provider SWIFT, has made little 

progress because China does not want CIPS to become 

a shady alternative for sanctions evasion.93 

Due to sanctions, the Chinese 
yuan became Russia’s only 

reserve currency. 

Russian households have also shown a growing 

interest in the yuan as a store of value. During 2022, 

many Russian banks began offering yuan savings 

accounts to their customers. By February 2023, the 

 

91 Maxim Chupilkin et al., Exorbitant Privilege and Economic 

Sanctions, EBRD Working Paper 281 (London: European Bank 

for Reconstruction and Development [EBRD], September 2023). 

92 Bank Rossii, Obzor Riskov Finansovykh Rynkov, Iyun’ 2023 

[Overview of financial market risks, June 2023] (Moscow, 

2023), 4, https://www.cbr.ru/Collection/Collection/File/45128/ 

ORFR_2023-06.pdf (accessed 15 July 2023). 

93 Natal’ya Zarutskaya, “Kosvennymi uchastnikami kitays-

koy sistemy CIPS stali 30 rossiyskikh bankov” [30 Russian 

banks became indirect participants in the Chinese system 

CIPS], Vedomosti (online), 26 May 2023, https://www.vedo 

mosti.ru/finance/articles/2023/05/26/976987-kosvennimi-

uchastnikami-kitaiskoi-sistemi-cips-stali-30-rossiiskih-bankov 

(accessed 16 July 2023). 

number of these banks had risen to 50. The Chinese 

currency is attractive to Russians because it can pro-

tect them against inflation in Russia or a devaluation 

of the ruble, while not being directly exposed to 

Western sanctions. In many cases, bank fees for yuan 

accounts have also been lower. However, yuan deposits 

still account for only a small share of the total foreign 

currency deposits held by Russian households. In 

February 2023, their total value was $6 billion, while 

the value of all household foreign exchange deposits 

was $53 billion.94 

Russian banks have also started to offer yuan loans 

to Russian companies.95 Some of Russia’s largest 

exporters have issued their own yuan bonds, which 

are traded on the Moscow Exchange. The growing role 

of the yuan in the debt market is a natural conse-

quence of changes in trade settlement, as Russia’s 

exporters try to hedge against exchange rate fluctua-

tions. Since a large part of export revenues will be 

denominated in yuan, it makes sense to finance 

projects and repay loans in the same currency. The 

first yuan bond was issued by Russian aluminium 

giant RUSAL in August 2022. Other commodity ex-

porters such as Rosneft (oil), Polyus (gold), Metallo-

invest and Norilsk Nickel followed soon after.96 

As a result of sanctions, the Chinese yuan became 

the sole reserve currency for Russia’s Central Bank 

and Ministry of Finance. The sanctions forced Moscow 

to change the distribution of its reserves, which will 

now consist almost entirely of gold and yuan. Other 

non-Western currencies are impractical for the Rus-

sian government, either because their exchange rate 

is too volatile, or there is not enough liquidity, or the 

economies behind the currency are not large enough. 

The Finance Ministry has changed its fiscal rule, not 

only relaxing it to allow for more spending on the 

war, but also using gold and yuan as the only liquid 

investments if the price of oil rises above $60. In the 
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future, up to 80 percent of Russia’s liquid reserves in 

the National Welfare Fund will consist of yuan.97 

China’s domestic capital market, however, does not 

play a significant role for Russian companies or the 

Russian government. Although RUSAL already issued 

a bond in China in 2017, becoming the first Russian 

company to do so,98 Chinese capital controls severely 

limit what Russian companies can do with funds 

raised in China. Chinese investors have also not re-

placed Western investors in Russian ruble government 

bonds, up to one-third of which used to be held by 

(mostly Western) foreigners. Currently, placing gov-
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reshil-perevesti (accessed 19 August 2023). 

98 “RUSAL Registers Panda Bond Offering on the Shanghai 

Stock Exchange”, RUSAL, 8 February 2017, https://rusal. 

ru/en/press-center/press-releases/rusal_registers_panda_bond_ 

offering_on_the_shanghai_stock_exchange/ (accessed 19 

August 2023). 

ernment bonds in China is not a realistic hope for 

Moscow because of the restrictions imposed by Chi-

na’s capital controls.99 

Russia’s reliance on the yuan exposes it to numer-

ous economic and political risks. The yuan’s exchange 

rate is essentially controlled by Beijing. If the Chinese 

leadership decided to artificially devalue the yuan to 

boost exports, Russian deposits and reserves would 

also be devalued.100 The liquidity of yuan trading in 

Russia is also not yet comparable to the markets for 

Western currencies before the full-scale invasion, 

 

99 Ivan Tkachev et al., “V Minfine rasskazali o valyutakh 

dlya Rossii na zamenu dollaru i yevro” [At Minfin, the valuta 

that should replace the dollar and the euro were explained], 

RBK (online), 8 September 2022, https://www.rbc.ru/ 

economics/08/09/2022/6318c5039a79474c628f77e6 (accessed 

19 August 2023). 

100 Anastasiya Alekseyevskikh, “Ekspert Mitrakhovich 

nazval tri glavnykh opasnosti vlozheniy v yuan’ dlya 

rossiyan” [The export Mitrakhovich named the three main 

dangers of yuan deposits for Russians], Gazeta.ru (online), 

8 September 2022, https://www.gazeta.ru/business/news/ 

2022/09/08/18514903.shtml (accessed 19 August 2023). 
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which sometimes limits the ability of market par-

ticipants to buy or sell yuan. 

The composition of Russia’s currency reserves, 

which is dominated by the yuan, also does not cor-

respond to the share of currencies in Russia’s pay-

ments of imports, in which the U.S. dollar still plays 

a significant role. The share of currencies classified as 

“toxic” by the Central Bank of Russia has fallen from 

65 percent to around 30 percent in 2023, but it has 

stabilized there (see Figure 9). In the event of a cur-

rency crisis, yuan reserves could only be used to pay 

for a certain share of Russian imports. In addition, 

Beijing would have to agree to the sale of reserves, 

which would put a strong political lever in the hands 

of the Chinese government. In the unlikely scenario 

of deteriorating Sino-Russian relations, Moscow may 

regret its bet on the Chinese currency.101 In this sce-

nario, the fact that after Western sanctions were 

 

101 Alexandra Prokopenko, “The Risks of Russia’s Growing 

Dependence on the Yuan”, Carnegie Politika (online), 2 Feb-

ruary 2023, https://carnegieendowment.org/politika/88926 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

imposed Russia had no realistic alternative will not 

provide much comfort to Moscow. 

Figure 10 
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A small group of elites with close personal ties to 

Russian President Vladimir Putin, who control much 

of Russia’s energy industry and military-industrial 

complex, have been the main beneficiaries of the 

deepening economic partnership with China. Their 

decisions tend to carry more weight in bilateral rela-

tions than the policies of formally responsible minis-

tries such as the Foreign Ministry or the Economy 

Ministry. The high degree of personalization of Rus-

sia-China relations, and the lack of China competence 

among key figures on the Russian side, create risks 

for Russia. In addition, conflicts of interest between 

different actors in the Russian regime make it diffi-

cult to shape economic relations with China to Rus-

sia’s advantage. While there are incentives for Rus-

sian officials to intensify cooperation with China, 

this often leads to an exaggeration of success. Russian 

officials and companies have signed numerous “memo-

randa of understanding” (MoU) that have failed to 

produce concrete results. 

Beijing bets on Putin’s entourage 

When it comes to controlling key strategic sectors of 

the Russian economy, Putin trusts only a small num-

ber of loyal elites, most of whom have been part of 

his personal network for over 30 years.102 Since the 

energy industry and the military-industrial complex 

have played a key role in Russia-China cooperation 

over the past two decades, it is not surprising that the 

same elites play a crucial role in Russia’s relations 

with the People’s Republic. 

Among the Russian recipients of Chinese capital, 

billionaires and business partners Gennady Timchenko 

 

102 Fabian Burkhardt and Janis Kluge, “Kampf um das 

Eigentum. Staat und Wirtschaft in Russland” [The battle for 

property. State and business in Russia], Osteuropa 68, no. 10–

12 (2018): 175–87. 

and Leonid Mikhelson stand out. Their companies, 

Novatek and SIBUR, account for one-third of all Chi-

nese direct investment in Russia listed in the CGIT 

($8.7 billion) for the period 2011–2023. Both men 

have also received substantial Chinese bank loans. 

Novatek’s Yamal LNG plant received Chinese loans 

of $12.1 billion and equity investments of 20 percent 

(China National Petroleum Corporation, CNPC, in-

vested $1 billion) and a further 9.9 percent (China’s 

Silk Road Fund invested $1.2 billion).103 Chinese in-

vestors are also involved in Novatek’s second major 

LNG project, called Arctic LNG 2. CNPC and the China 

National Offshore Oil Corporation have invested 10 

percent of the equity (about $2 billion each). In addi-

tion, a $5 billion loan is expected from the China 

Development Bank.104 Chinese companies also bought 

into SIBUR, Russia’s largest petrochemical company. 

Sinopec and the Silk Road Fund each bought a 10 per-

cent stake for $1.2–1.3 billion, according to the CGIT. 

Russia’s state oil company Rosneft, controlled by 

Igor Sechin, has also benefited from substantial Chi-

nese loans and investments. In 2006, Rosneft used 

Chinese loans to finance the takeover of Mikhail 

Khodorkovsky’s oil business after he was imprisoned 

and expropriated. Later, Chinese banks provided 

loans for the construction of the ESPO pipeline. More 

recently, two Chinese investors bought two oil fields 

 

103 Amelie Bros and Tatiana Mitrova, Yamal LNG: An Eco-

nomic Project under Political Pressure, Notes de la FRS, no. 17/ 

2016 (Paris: Fondation pour la Recherche Stratégique [FRS], 

2016), https://www.frstrategie.org/en/publications/notes/ 

yamal-lng-economic-project-under-political-pressure-2016 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

104 Simon Jessop, “Exclusive: International Lenders Back 

$9.5 Billion Financing for Russia’s Arctic LNG 2 – Docu-

ment”, Reuters (online), 18 September 2020, https://www. 

reuters.com/article/us-russia-novatek-lng-finance-exclusive/ 

exclusive-international-lenders-back-9-5-billion-financing-

for-russias-arctic-lng-2-document-idUSKBN26913T?edition-

redirect=in (accessed 19 August 2023). 
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owned by Rosneft subsidiaries for a total of $2.6 bil-

lion. Another example is the Russian billionaire Oleg 

Deripaska, whose companies received $3.8 billion 

in Chinese investment between 2011 and 2023. The 

main beneficiary of the Sino-Russian arms trade is 

Russia’s state corporation Rostec, headed by Sergey 

Chemezov, a close Putin ally since they worked to-

gether for the KGB in Eastern Germany in the 1980s.105 

Beijing offers the elites that are close to Putin bil-

lions of dollars in direct investment and loans.106 For 

China, this reduces the political risk in the economic 

relationship while Putin and his entourage are in 

power in Russia. The bilateral flagship projects are 

supported at the highest political level on both sides. 

Especially for Chinese investors, it is crucial not to bet 

on the wrong companies in Russia’s highly opaque 

business environment. The advantage of partnering 

with Putin’s allies is that bureaucratic hurdles are 

easy to overcome and direct access to the president 

is possible when needed. However, it also means that 

China is tied to the elites currently in power in Mos-

cow. This gives Beijing a strong economic interest in 

the survival of the current political regime, which 

in turn benefits Vladimir Putin. 

A key risk for Russia is the low level of China com-

petence among Russia’s economic elites.107 This “illit-

eracy” has concrete consequences: in 2017, Rosneft 

planned to organize the sale of a large package of 

its shares worth $9.1 billion to the Chinese energy 

holding CEFC, then a fast-growing private company. 

To the surprise of the Russian side, the deal fell 

through at the last minute when the founder of CEFC 

was arrested in China and disappeared.108 After the 

Chinese state seized CEFC, it cancelled its investment 

 

105 “Vlast’ i den’gi. Reyting dokhodov gossluzhashchikh” 

[Power and money. Rating of incomes of officials], Forbes.ru 

(online), https://www.forbes.ru/profile/sergei-chemezov 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

106 Alexander Gabuev, “China’s Pivot to Putin’s Friends”, 

Foreign Policy (online), 25 June 2016, https://foreignpolicy.com/ 

2016/06/25/chinas-pivot-to-putin-friends-xi-russia-gazprom-

timchenko-sinopec/ (accessed 19 August 2023). 

107 Alexander Gabuev, “Russia’s Policy toward China. Key 

Players and the Decision-making Process”, in International 

Relations and Asia’s Northern Tier. Sino-Russia Relations, North 

Korea, and Mongolia, ed. Gilbert Rozman and Sergey Radchenko 

(Singapore, 2018), S. 59–73 (61). 

108 Dmitry Zhdannikov, “China’s CEFC Investigation Hits 

$9 Billion Russian Oil Deal”, Reuters (online), 22 March 2018, 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-rosneft-cefc-idUSKBN1GY1VO 

(accessed 19 August 2023). 

in Rosneft, even though the Russian state bank VTB 

had already agreed to finance most of the acquisition. 

The dominance of a small number of business 

elites, controlled only by Putin’s personal network, 

weakens the Russian bureaucracy that is formally 

responsible for foreign and economic policy. The 

ministries responsible for economic relations with 

China, the Foreign Ministry, the Ministry of Economic 

Development and the Ministry for the Development 

of the Far East, as well as the administrations of the 

border regions, often have less influence on economic 

cooperation with China than a few powerful figures 

from within Putin’s personal circle.109 As a result, 

Russia’s China policy tends to be dominated by nar-

row interests and opaque backroom deals rather than 

an overarching strategy. 

This is particularly problematic when the narrow 

interests of certain elite figures conflict with Russia’s 

strategic national goals. One example is energy ex-

ports. It would improve Russia’s economic security if 

it were able to diversify its energy exports so as not 

to become overly dependent on China, but also to 

export to other Asian economies. This diversification 

was initially undermined by Rosneft CEO Igor Sechin.110 

In 2013, he committed to a long-term relationship 

with China because he needed capital to finance the 

expansion of his own oil empire in Russia.111 China 

sometimes manages to play Russian energy compa-

nies off against each other. The close cooperation with 

Novatek was a reaction to long negotiations with Gaz-

prom that did not produce the result China wanted.112 

Novatek and Rosneft are both using their relationship 

with China to put pressure on Russia’s pipeline gas 

export monopoly, Gazprom.113 
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Potemkin cooperation in the regions 

At the lower levels of the Russian state, cooperation 

with China is driven primarily by informal incentives. 

For Russian governors, ministerial bureaucrats, and 

businessmen, an ambitious MoU with a Chinese part-

ner can earn attention from high places in Moscow or 

a ticket to the next high-level meeting between Putin 

and Xi.114 

However, the result of these incentives is an infla-

tion of bilateral projects that never get beyond the 

announcement stage. Even state-owned enterprises 

fail to follow up on these announcements if they are 

purely politically motivated. After a state visit, the 

impressive plans are often shelved if there is no real 

business interest behind them.115 Some businessmen 

and politicians in the Far East have gone even further 

and simply invented large-scale cooperation projects 

which, it turned out later, the supposed Chinese part-

ners were not even aware of. These Potemkin suc-

cesses of Sino-Russian cooperation led to no concrete 

results but still managed to create fears and resent-

ment among the Russian population in the Far East.116 

There are also contradictions in the political incen-

tives for regional governments, because closer co-

operation is not the only priority Moscow has set for 

the periphery. Attracting Chinese investment is an 

uphill battle for the relatively poor and underdevel-

oped border regions. Regional governments do not 

often have control over investment parameters such 

as taxation, regulation or subsidies to compete as a 

destination for Chinese companies. The regions are 

also dependent on federal transfers. As a result, for 

many, lobbying for federal funds is more promising 

than trying to attract Chinese investors. To get more 

transfers from Moscow, it sometimes helps to pro-

mote the region as a geopolitical outpost on the Chi-

nese border. To underscore this point, regional gov-

ernments do not shy away from portraying China as 

a possible threat to Russia. 

 

114 Gabuev, “Russia’s Policy toward China” (see note 107), 

61. 

115 Vasilii Nosov, “The Sino-Russian Challenge to the US 
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ship, ed. Aldo Ferrari and Eleonora Tafuro Ambrosetti (Milan: 

Institute for International Political Studies, 2019), 109–32 
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116 Ivan Zuenko, “Russia’s Far East Seeks Partners Beyond 

China”, Carnegie Moscow (online), 13 March 2020, https:// 

carnegie.ru/commentary/81278 (accessed 19 August 2023). 

This contradictory attitude is also found in regional 

development strategies in the Russian Far East, where 

proximity to China is portrayed as both an opportuni-

ty and a threat. Access to cheap labour and Chinese 

investment are cited as economic advantages, while 

uncontrolled migration is presented as a risk. Some 

Russian regions even point out that being close to 

China makes it harder for them to develop because 

they cannot compete with Chinese regions in attract-

ing foreign investors from third countries. The ob-

vious hope behind these concerns is that the federal 

centre will send more subsidies to the borderland 

with China.117 

Sinophobia is not an obstacle 

Although there is a relatively open and controversial 

debate about China in Moscow, with many experts 

and some politicians expressing scepticism about too 

close a relationship with China, xenophobia or Sino-

phobia is not a real obstacle to bilateral economic 

relations. The leadership in Moscow is no longer wor-

ried about mass migration from China to the sparsely 

populated Russian Far East, and the prospect of Chi-

nese claims to Russian territory is seen as remote. 

Surveys in Russia show that China is generally per-

ceived in a positive light, which is certainly a reflec-

tion of the pro-China state propaganda in Russia.118 

There is also respect for China’s economic success 

among Russians, with two-thirds of respondents 

saying they believe China is developing more success-

fully than Russia.119 However, the positive attitude 

towards China as a country on the world stage is not 

reflected in Russians’ attitude toward the Chinese 

people. Surveys show little willingness to open up to 
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[Far East Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences], 
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the Chinese, suggesting lingering resentment or 

racism.120 

In some cases, Chinese investment projects lead 

to a popular backlash, but local protests are mostly 

linked to other issues, often environmental concerns, 

and are sometimes exploited by local politicians. 

Overall, anti-China protests in Russia are rather rare 

and not comparable in scale to similar protests in 

Kazakhstan.121 

The most notorious protest case against Chinese 

investors took place at Lake Baikal, but it reverberated 

all the way to Moscow. A Chinese company planned 

to bottle drinking water from Lake Baikal for export 

to China. Local environmentalists claimed that the 

project would endanger a protected bird sanctuary. 

Local politicians then discovered the issue for their 

election campaigns. The protest movement gained a 

few supporters with Instagram fame in Russia, who 

brought the issue to a wider audience and to Moscow. 

In 2017, an online petition calling for an end to the 

Chinese project was signed by more than a million 

supporters. Eventually, then-Prime Minister Dmitry 

Medvedev also expressed concern about the project. 

Shortly thereafter, the Chinese construction permit 

was suspended by a Moscow court.122 

It is no coincidence that politically sensitive issues 

such as environmental protection are sometimes 

linked to the activities of Chinese investors. Particu-

larly in the Far East, there are fears that Chinese com-

panies are colluding with corrupt officials to plunder 

the region’s natural treasures. There are similar con-

cerns about the Siberian timber industry, which 

produces mainly for export to China. Chinese inves-

tors in Russian agriculture faced similar problems 

when they were accused of spoiling Russian soil with 
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the wrong kind of fertilizer.123 In some cases, these 

concerns about corruption and environmental prob-

lems are justified. However, the association with 

xenophobia tends to make these protests more suc-

cessful with a wider audience and leads to a more 

lenient government response. Of course, Russian 

officials and politicians are more sympathetic to the 

demands of environmental activists when the target 

of their criticism is a ruthless foreigner rather than 

Russian business or the government’s own environ-

mental policies. 
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Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine and the 

economic sanctions imposed have triggered a far-

reaching decoupling of the Russian economy from 

the West. Russia is at the beginning of another eco-

nomic transition, the consequences of which will 

only become clear in the long run. Although the sanc-

tions regime itself has changed little since the second 

year of the full-scale invasion, the gulf between the 

West and the Russian economy is widening with each 

passing year, as many of the measures take a while to 

have an effect. It is very unlikely, even in the longer 

term, that Russia and the West will again move closer 

together economically, since sanctions are likely to 

remain in place for an extended period of time. This 

means that the prospects for a further deepening of 

Sino-Russian cooperation are good. The gradual re-

orientation of the Russian economy towards China 

will also take time. Both sides need to gain more 

experience with each other, and new infrastructure 

must be built. Perhaps the most visible progress can 

be seen in the Russian car market, which is already 

largely in Chinese hands. In other areas of the Rus-

sian economy, the same transition could take until 

the end of the 2020s. 

The longer-term prospects of the Russian economy 

depend on what kind of economic partner China can 

and is willing to become in the future. So far, Russian 

economic relations with China have intensified mainly 

on the trade front, but Chinese companies have avoided 

making lasting commitments to the Russian market. 

For China, Russia is interesting as an export destina-

tion and as a source of natural resources, rather than 

as an intermediate link in Chinese value chains. For 

Russia, this means that it could be degraded to a sup-

plier of resources and a buyer of Chinese finished 

goods, which means less value added in Russia. The 

result would be lower living standards for Russians 

and less industrial potential in the future. This kind 

of cooperation with China would make Russia more 

like a real petro-state, while Russian manufacturing 

would be eroded. 

Russia’s economic dependence on China could also 

affect the political dynamic between Beijing and Mos-

cow. However, it is not yet clear how and when China 

would use its economic leverage for political goals. 

So far, the Chinese leadership does not appear to be 

exploiting its dominant position vis-à-vis Moscow. It 

is unclear what kind of demands the People’s Repub-

lic might formulate. Russian President Vladimir Putin 

is unlikely to compromise in his war against Ukraine. 

The Kremlin would probably tolerate even greater 

economic isolation rather than change course. At the 

same time, Beijing wants Putin to survive politically. 

In the eyes of the Chinese leadership, Putin is still the 

guarantor of the Sino-Russian partnership. Any politi-

cal instability within China’s closest geopolitical part-

ner could even damage the reputation of Chinese 

leader Xi Jinping. Therefore, Beijing is unlikely to use 

its leverage to push Putin into a corner in a situation 

that is already challenging him and his grip on power. 

At least in the short term, it is unclear what political 

dividend China could draw from its economic domi-

nance. 

For the EU, the most important issue in Sino-Rus-

sian economic cooperation is the effectiveness of 

Western sanctions. China’s help has been crucial in 

cushioning the impact of sanctions on the Russian 

economy. Depending on the course of the war in 

Ukraine and Beijing’s attitude toward Moscow, Sino-

Russian economic cooperation could lead to more 

conflict between the West and China. Russia has sig-

nificantly expanded its arms production, and is facili-

tated by the parts and machinery it imports from 

China. If the situation in Ukraine again becomes 

more threatening to Kyiv, China’s role as Russia’s eco-

nomic enabler will rise high on the Western agenda. 

More Chinese companies will find themselves in the 

crosshairs of Western sanctions. If the war goes the 

other way, with Ukraine becoming increasingly suc-

cessful and Russian military losses eventually threat-

ening Putin’s political survival in Moscow, China may 

opt for more open and direct support for Russia, in-

cluding the supply of weapons. If this were to happen, 

relations between the EU and the People’s Republic 

would certainly be plunged into a deep crisis. 

Outlook 
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List of Russia-China cooperation projects 

  

Bilateral cooperation project 

 

Industry 

 

Region 

Federal 

district 

Planned 

since 

 1 Construction of the Moscow-Kazan express 

train line 

Infrastructure (n/a)  2014 

 2 Railway bridge in Nizhneleninskoye Infrastructure Jewish Autono-

mous Oblast 

Far East 2015 

 3 Special economic zone for wood processing in 

Tomsk 

Wood industry Tomsk Siberia 2014 

 4 Cooperation zone for forestry Wood industry Transbaikalia Far East 2017 

 5 Joint production of nitrile butadiene rubber 

in Shanghai 

Chemistry (China)  2014 

 6 Polyethylene production complex in 

Svobodny 

Chemistry Amur Far East 2014 

 7 Construction of a refrigerator factory (Haier) Consumer goods Tatarstan Volga 2015 

 8 Industrial complex for the production of 

aluminium in Henan 

Metal industry (China)  2015 

 9 Development of the Berezovsky iron ore 

deposit 

Mining Transbaikalia Far East 2014 

10 Development of the copper deposit in 

Udokan 

Mining Transbaikalia Far East 2014 

11 Construction of a mining and processing 

plant at the Elegetskoye deposit 

Mining Tuva Siberia 2014 

12 Development of the copper deposit in Baym Mining Chukotka Far East 2014 

13 Development of the iron ore deposit in 

Tayoshny 

Mining Sakha (Yakutia) Far East 2014 

14 Development of the Bystrinskoye copper 

deposit 

Mining Transbaikalia Far East 2015 

15 Development of ore, lead and zinc deposits Mining  Tuva Siberia 2015 

Appendix 

Source: 10th annual meeting of the CIC: Minekonomrazvitiya 

Rossii, Protokol 10-go zasedeniya Mezhpravitel’stvennoy Rossiysko-

Kitayskoy komissii po investitsionnomu sotrudnichestvu [Protocol of 

the 10
th

 meeting of the Intergovernmental Russian-Chinese 

Commission on Investment Cooperation], 20 November 2023,  

 https://www.economy.gov.ru/material/file/f18a2042fc023f7e43

44e4602abb1164/Protokol_10-go.pdf (accessed 19 March 2024). 

The list is not a complete representation of bilateral invest-

ment projects, but shows the projects deemed most important 

by the CIC. 

List of Russia-China cooperation projects 

https://www.economy.gov.ru/material/file/f18a2042fc023f7e4344e4602abb1164/Protokol_10-go.pdf
https://www.economy.gov.ru/material/file/f18a2042fc023f7e4344e4602abb1164/Protokol_10-go.pdf
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Bilateral cooperation project 

 

Industry 

 

Region 

Federal 

district 

Planned 

since 

16 Rare earths mine in Sashikhinskoye Mining Irkutsk Siberia 2015 

17 Construction of a vehicle production facility 

for Great Wall Motor (Haval) 

Vehicle 

construction 

Tula Central 2015 

18  Joint production of KAMAZ and WEICHAI 

engines 

Vehicle 

construction 

Yaroslavl Central 2017 

19 Construction of the “Greenwood” inter-

national trade centre  

Trade Moscow Central 2014 

20 Russian-Chinese exhibition centre “Druzhba” Art and culture Saint Petersburg North-

west 

2015 

21 Foundation of the Far Eastern Centre for 

Advanced Wood Processing  

Wood industry Amur Far East 2016 

22 Construction of a methanol plant in Irkutsk Chemistry Irkutsk Siberia 2016 

23 Construction of a bridge over the River Lena Infrastructure Sakha (Yakutia) Far East 2016 

24 Construction of Chinese-Russian innovation 

and industrial parks 

Economic 

development 

(n/a)  2016 

25 Construction of the “Baltiyskaya Zhemchu-

zhina” residential complex 

Infrastructure Saint Petersburg North-

west 

2016 

26 Construction of a grain terminal  Infrastructure, 

Agriculture 

Transbaikalia Far East 2016 

27 Construction of a methanol production plant 

in Skovorodino 

Chemistry Amur Far East 2017 

28 Logistics centres near Nizhneleninskoye Logistics Jewish Autono-

mous Oblast 

Far East 2017 

29 Construction of a terminal and logistics com-

plex (“Bely Rast”) 

Logistics Moscow Oblast  Central 2017 

30 Construction of an aquaculture complex Agriculture Primorye Far East 2017 

31 Construction of a methanol plant in Nakhod-

ka 

Chemistry Primorye Far East 2017 

32 Construction of a mining and processing 

plant for the Ak-Sug copper deposit 

Mining Tuva Siberia 2017 

33 Construction of the Russian section of the 

international transport axis Europe-West 

China (Meridian) 

Infrastructure (n/a)  2017 

34 Construction of a road bridge over the Amur 

in Blagoveshchensk  

Infrastructure Amur Far East 2017 

35 Construction of a cable car over the Amur 

River in Blagoveshchensk 

Infrastructure Amur Far East 2017 

36 “Rostec City” innovation cluster with a tech-

nology park and associated infrastructure in 

Moscow 

Economic 

development 

Moscow Central 2018 

Appendix 
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Bilateral cooperation project 

 

Industry 

 

Region 

Federal 

district 

Planned 

since 

37 Establishment of a Russian-Chinese venture 

capital fund in Vladivostok 

Finances Primorye Far East 2018 

38 Technology cluster for the aluminium 

industry in Krasnoyarsk 

Economic 

development 

Krasnoyarsk Siberia 2017 

39 Development of the wood processing industry 

(OOO SibirLyes) in Tomsk 

Wood industry Tomsk Siberia 2019 

40 Agricultural industrial park Agriculture Penza Volga 2018 

41 Construction of livestock complexes in Tomsk Agriculture Tomsk Siberia 2018 

42 Development of the Klyuchevsky gold mine Mining Transbaikalia Far East 2018 

43 Construction of a gas-chemical complex for 

methanol production 

Chemistry Sverdlovsk Ural 2016 

44 Mine and processing plant for the Kingash-

skoye and Verkhnekingashskoye ore deposits 

Mining Krasnoyarsk Siberia 2019 

45 Construction of a production complex for 

ammonia and urea in Tula 

Chemistry Tula Central 2019 

46 Construction of a complex for the production 

of nitric acid and ammonium nitrate in 

Pervomayskiy 

Chemistry Tula Central 2019 

47 Transhipment terminal for liquefied 

petroleum gas and propylene in Manjur 

Logistics, Energy (China)  2019 

48 Russian-Chinese agricultural holding com-

pany with AO “Legendagro Holding” 

Agriculture Primorye Far East 2019 

49 Production and commercialization of 

monoclonal antibodies (developed by SAO 

“Biokad”) 

Pharmaceuticals (China)  2019 

50 Construction of a pulp mill in the Boguchan-

skiy Rayon 

Wood industry Krasnoyarsk Siberia 2019 

51 Delivery of three ships (LNG tankers up to 

51,000 tonnes) from the Zvezda shipyard in 

Bolshoy Kamen 

Shipbuilding Primorye Far East 2019 

52 Delivery of two ships (LNG tankers up to 

114,000 tonnes) from the Zvezda shipyard 

in Bolshoy Kamen 

Shipbuilding Primorye Far East 2019 

53 Establishment of a joint Russian-Chinese 

innovation fund for science and technology 

Economic 

development 

Moscow Central 2019 

54 E-commerce joint venture “AliExpress 

Rossiya” 

Trade Moscow Central 2019 

55 Establishment of a fund for regional 

cooperation between Russia and China 

Economic 

development 

Moscow Central 2019 

56 Resumption of synthetic rubber production Chemistry Voronezh Central 2020 

List of Russia-China cooperation projects 
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Bilateral cooperation project 

 

Industry 

 

Region 

Federal 

district 

Planned 

since 

57 Foundation of the first Russian-Chinese life 

insurance company Xinde Life Insurance Co. 

Service (n/a)  2020 

58 Creation of a network of agricultural logistics 

centres 

Agriculture (n/a) Far East 2016 

59 Production of household appliances (Haier) Mechanical 

engineering 

Tatarstan Central 2021 

60 Russian-Chinese cooperation in vaccine 

production 

Pharmaceuticals (n/a)  2021 

61 Gas-chemical complex in Ust-Luga Chemistry Leningrad Oblast  North-

west 

2021 

62 B2B trading platform QIFA Trade Moscow Central 2023 
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Abbreviations 

AO Aktsionernoye obshchestvo (Joint-stock 

company) 

BCM Billion cubic meters 

CEO Chief executive officer 

CFR China Fast Reactor 

CGIT China Global Investment Tracker 

CIC Intergovernmental Russian-Chinese Commission 

on Investment Cooperation 

CIPS Cross-Border Inter-Bank Payments System 

CNPC China National Petroleum Corporation 

EAEU Eurasian Economic Union 

ESPO Eastern Siberia-Pacific Ocean Oil Pipeline 

EU European Union 

FDI Foreign Direct Investment 

FRS Fondation pour la Recherche Stratégique (Paris) 

HS code Code in the Harmonized Commodity 

Description and Coding System 

IT Information technology 

KGB Komitet gosudarstvennoy bezopasnosti 

(Committee for state security) 

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas 

MoU Memorandum of Understanding 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

OOO Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennost’yu 

(Limited liability company) 

PoS Power of Siberia Pipeline 

RDIF Russian Direct Investment Fund 

SAO Zakrytoye aktsionernoye obshchestvo 

(Closed joint-stock company) 

SIPRI Stockholm International Peace Research 

Institute 

SWIFT Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial 

Telecommunication 

TIV Trade Indicator Value 

UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


